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Abstract

‘Summerlands’ incorporates folktales, memories, myths, photographs, poetry, and prose to tell
the story of a nuclear family on the brink of implosion. The matriarch Una is dead and deeply
mourned by her granddaughter Jūratė. Jūratė’s parents named her after the goddess of the sea
whose father, the god of thunder, destroyed her amber palace and her mortal lover. Teenager
Jūratė, nicknamed Jura (You-rah), chafes against the bonds of the past. Her mother Rasa’s
childhood ended abruptly in 1939 with Hitler’s annexation of the Klaipėda Region of Lithuania.
Rasa is dissatisfied with her life but incapable of change. Rasa’s husband Saulius was
conscripted into the German army in 1944. He doesn’t want to remember the past he cannot
forget.
The three adults are Lithuanian Displaced Persons who arrived in Australia after World
War II. On the surface they epitomise the ‘beautiful Balts’ of post-war propaganda, but a darker
reality is manifest over a twenty-four-hour period with an accretion of often contradictory
memories that evoke the vanished agrarian world of the early twentieth century, the
cosmopolitan city lifestyle between the Wars, and the horrors of war and Soviet occupation.
Jūratė is meant to make up for everything they have lost: home, family, country, language, selfesteem. In the summer of 1975, on Phillip Island off the coast of Victoria, Australia, they share
a holiday shack with another Lithuanian family, Lena and Mikas, and their two sons Kas and
Dan; integrated secondary characters who provide a contrast to the dysfunctional principal
family. As each character relives memories or reconstructs a past from what they cannot
remember, their lives unravel, and old bonds are broken. ‘Summerlands’ is an ironic reference
to their exclusion from the idyllic landscape of their imaginations.
‘Summerlands’ proposes the idea that embedded images are integral to the poetics and
semantics of the text, and demonstrates how images document, supplement, or disrupt narrative;
how the interface between image and text exponentially multiplies inherent and extrapolated
meanings and is requisite for unlocking both familial and collective memory. By exploring the
(mis)translations that occur between written and visual language, and the disparity between
geographic and psychological spaces, ‘Summerlands’ uncovers the effects of mediated
memories, which can neither be fully understood nor avoided, on the children of survivors of
overwhelming historical calamity and forced dislocation. Through the repetitive patterns of
stories, and the multiplicity of apparently coincidental and chaotic visions, ‘Summerlands’
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contributes to the literature of postmemorial experience by exposing an emotional truth that is
more authentic than historical accuracy.
‘Summerlands, Sebald, and the Interface Between Image and Text’ explores the issues
that arose during the creative process, primarily the challenge of representing ‘postmemory’,
the term scholar Marianne Hirsch coined to describe ‘the relationship of the second generation
to powerful, often traumatic, experiences that preceded their births but that were nevertheless
transmitted to them so deeply as to seem to constitute memories in their own right.’1 The aim
of the dissertation is to demonstrate the correlation between the act of remembering, the creative
process, and representations of postmemory in terms of the oppositional and collaborative
relations between image and text in literary production. The three chapters of the exegesis
engage with themes of family, connection, dislocation, memory formation, memorialisation of
the past, and the narrative power and limitations of photographic insertions. Several imagetexts are mentioned in brief, but the primary references are W.G. Sebald’s The Emigrants
(1996) and Austerlitz (2001). In literary theory, particularly in relation to Holocaust studies and
in the field of visual studies, W.G. Sebald’s image-embedded texts have been the subject of
considerable investigation and inspiration. However, research has rarely been applied to an
analysis of the role of image-embedded texts in representations of ‘postmemory’ and the
transgenerational transmission of trauma.
The dissertation presents aspects of creative practice as a methodology for engagement
with the losses and survival mechanisms engendered by involuntary exile: the resultant
schizophrenic excesses of gratitude for the new ‘home’ and simultaneous denigration of the
host culture; the refugees’ perceived rejection from mainstream society and their temporal and
spatial displacement; and the aesthetic or literary devices that convey the mixture of
ambivalence and desire, mourning and nostalgia, connection and disengagement characteristic
of exilic experience.
Keywords: displacement, dissociation, catastrophe, trauma, alienation, survival, loss, exile,
guilt, nostalgia, W.G. Sebald, image-text, postmemory.
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Hirsch, Marianne. ‘The Generation of Postmemory.’ Poetics Today 29:1, 2008, p. 103.
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Introduction

The aim of this dissertation is to cast new light on representations of ‘postmemory’, the term
scholar Marianne Hirsch coined to describe ‘the relationship of the second generation to
powerful, often traumatic, experiences that preceded their births but that were nevertheless
transmitted to them so deeply as to seem to constitute memories in their own right.’ 2
Photographs will be analysed as ‘primary documents of postmemory, structuring its shape and
its content.’3 The image-embedded texts of W.G. Sebald, in particular, will be examined to
elucidate the complex relationship between image and text in literary production, and to
elaborate on the insights I arrived at in the course of writing ‘Summerlands’.
‘Summerlands’ is an original work of creative fiction that incorporates memoir,
historical detail, prose, poetry, Lithuanian myths and folktales, and manipulated photographs
from my family archive. The characters and situations are inventions based on my experience
growing up as a second generation Australian and my family’s experience of World War II,
exile, and assimilation. The novel aims to communicate the emotional truths of fictional
characters by the imaginative translation of personal material into a fictional text that is
pertinent and relatable to a general reader.
‘Summerlands’ embodies aspects of creative practice as a methodology for engagement
with the losses and survival mechanisms engendered by involuntary exile; the resultant
schizophrenic excesses of gratitude for the new ‘home’ and simultaneous denigration of the
host culture; the refugees’ perceived rejection from mainstream society and their temporal and
spatial displacement; and the aesthetic and literary devices that convey the mixture of
ambivalence and desire, mourning and nostalgia, connection and disengagement characteristic
of the refugee experience. The dissonance between intention and utterance, the burden of
memory, nostalgia for vanished worlds, and the inability of people who have survived extreme
loss to relinquish the source of their trauma is elaborated in the novel through the microcosm
of a dysfunctional family. The action takes place in a single day in chronological time but
subverts chronology in a non-linear accretion of conflicting streams of consciousness.
2

Hirsch, Marianne. ‘The Generation of Postmemory.’ Poetics Today 29:1, 2008, p. 103.
Hirsch, Marianne. Family Frames: Photography, Narrative, and Postmemory. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1997, p. 127.
3
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‘Summerlands’ began as a project of reparation and reclamation, of psychic repair, and
of honouring my heritage and my parents’ experiences of war. I chose to communicate my
research through a fictional project, rather than memoir or biography, because fiction allows
for an unapologetic ‘filling in’ of the unknowable with the imaginary. It could be argued,
however, that a project of restitution, such as the one I propose, would be better served by a
historical account or memoir; that my insistence on the subversion of documentary evidence,
chronology, and memory in favour of presenting an ‘emotional truth’ as a concatenation of
arbitrary characterisations. I argue that neither history nor biography are objective constructs;
that both are open to contradiction and to individual, cultural, and temporal interpretation; and
that fiction is more evocative and carries more emotional impact than chronological, historically
accurate documentation. My assertions are supported by the image-embedded texts of W.G.
Sebald and the scholarship devoted to his particular blend of fiction and non-fiction, biography
and autobiography, and images. As the narrator of Sebald’s The Rings of Saturn puts it,
representations of history require ‘a falsification of perspective. We, the survivors, see
everything from above, see everything at once, and still we do not know how it was.’4 The
editors of A Literature of Restitution confirm:
It is literature’s ability to worry away at claims of historical veracity, to imagine
alternative, and often elliptical, expressions of historical experience, and to pose
unnerving questions about the relationship between, and representation of, the
past and the present that might just facilitate a project of restitution.5
My aim to transcend the vagaries of the private and personal, and to construct a narrative that
represents the impressionistic, erratic, and unreliable flow of memory, presented various
challenges. Foremost was the challenge of maintaining a coherent balance between multiple
timelines and streams of consciousness. In order to preserve the ambiguities and contradictions
of the text, I chose to communicate through a biased, omniscient narrator. I equate the
supplementing of inconsistent anecdotal material with historically accurate (though not always
accurately reported) documentation to a ‘sculptural’ process. This involves carving, modelling,
and assemblage, a to-and-fro of building up, paring back, and reconfiguring. These operations
can also be conceived of as ‘bricolage’, a term extrapolated from Claude Lévi-Strauss’s
characterisation of ‘magical thinking’ (The Savage Mind, 1966), according to Christopher
4

Sebald, W.G. The Rings of Saturn. Trans. Hulse, Michael. New York: New Directions, 1998, p. 125.
Baxter, Jeanette, Valerie Henitiuk, and Ben Hutchinson. A Literature of Restitution: Critical Essays on W. G.
Sebald. Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 2013, p. 2.
5
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Johnson, ‘a process of destruction – or de-construction – and recombination.’ 6 Bricolage,
according to Marian May Campbell, is ‘a prose swarming with the words of others’7 or, in the
words of Roland Barthes, ‘a tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable centres of
culture.’8 I liken the process of bricolage to that of a bowerbird improvising nests/texts from
various sources, or to that of a cuckoo, a brood parasite, improvising, picking and choosing,
appropriating and fabricating various texts/nests. From that idiosyncratic conglomeration, my
aim was to weave a narrative that would uncover an emotional truth not commonly ascribed to
exilic and diasporic literature.
My aim to represent lived experiences from which I am distant in time and place, and
which I have approached by an act of empathetic imagination, has raised the ethical issue of
including personal information – dates, stories, and photographs – in a work of fiction, and of
fictionalising the lives of actual people. At this point, it is pertinent to emphasise that realism
in literature is a conflation of historically accurate information and imaginative reconstruction.
Moreover, the stories I incorporate into the text of ‘Summerlands’ are based on research and
on my unreliable memory. My original informants – my parents and grandmother – are
deceased, nor were their memories of dates, places, and people particularly consistent.
I am indebted to W.G. Sebald, and innumerable other authors, whose writings traverse
the frontiers of reality and fiction, and whose example has silently encouraged my experiments
in hybrid narrative: the fluid combination of autobiography, invention, and fact. In Sebald’s
words, ‘some stories have more truth than others, but the truth value of the story does not
depend on its actual truth content. The truth value depends on how it is framed and phrased.’9
The influence of Sebald’s oeuvre on contemporary literature is difficult to define. The
inclusion of photographs in a text, for example, does not make a Sebaldian novel (a claim I
would not make for ‘Summerlands’). A meandering text might equally be indebted to Robert
Walser or Thomas Bernhard, a labyrinthine narrative to the influence of Franz Kafka, or a
counterfeit narrator to Jorge Luis Borges. What is paramount is Sebald’s stated purpose: ‘an
attempt at restitution over and above the mere recital of facts.’10 In an essay on Peter Weiss,
Sebald asserts that the process of writing is ‘a struggle against “the art of forgetting” [Weiss,

6

Johnson, Christopher. ‘Bricoleur and Bricolage: From Metaphor to Universal Concept.’ Paragraph 35.3 (2012),
p. 359.
7
Campbell, Marion May. Fragments from a Paper Witch. Cambridge: Salt Publishing, 2008, p. 150.
8
Barthes, Roland. Image, Music, Text. Fontana Communications Series. London: Fontana, 1977, p. 146.
9
Green, Toby. ‘The Questionable Business of Writing: an interview with W.G. Sebald.’ Amazon.co.uk, 1999.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/feature.html?ie=UTF8&docId=21586
10
Sebald, W. G. Campo Santo. 2003. Trans. Bell, Anthea. New York: Modern Library, 2006, p. 205
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Notizbücher, 1982]’11 and an artistic pledge to reconstruction, ‘to set up a memorial […] to
ensure the continuance of memory.’12 In her introduction to The Emergence of Memory, Lynne
Sharon Schwartz makes clear that ‘by his unstinting attention [Sebald] shares, if not the
storyteller’s fate, at least his memory,’13 and that Sebald answers the question of ethics by
immersing himself in the stories of his informants, by re-experiencing and recreating their
experiences in a conscious act of empathy and affinity, and by expressing the emotional truths
his informants have suppressed.
Sebald inserted pictures in order to lend ‘an air of legitimacy’14 to his text, going so far
as to assert the primacy of image over word: ‘We all tend to believe in pictures more than we
do in letters.’ 15 By the insertion of uncaptioned, manipulated photographs, ‘Summerlands’
proposes that ‘text and image, intricately entangled in a narrative web, work in collaboration to
tell a complicated story of loss and longing.’16 ‘Summerlands’ aims to demonstrate that the
interface between text and images, which document, supplement, or disrupt the narrative,
exponentially multiplies inherent and extrapolated meanings and is requisite for unlocking both
familial and collective memory. As the writing of my novel progressed and the structure
evolved, and as I continued my research into image-embedded fictional texts, I became
increasingly disenchanted with authors who claimed kinship with Sebald’s prose fictions but
whose use of images rarely transcended the illustrative or documentary. At best evocative,
occasionally interesting in their own right, such images were rarely manipulated or enhanced,
nor did they add significant meaning to the text. There are many descriptions of photographs,
artworks, and pieces of music throughout ‘Summerlands’. It was not my aim to illustrate those
descriptions; nor should the text be read as a ‘caption’ for the actual photographs included. Text
and photograph should interact and illuminate each other; each should provide information that
would otherwise be missing from the whole. It should be noted that the size and placement of
the images are as strategic as typographic and paragraphing decisions.
This dissertation is concerned with themes of catastrophe, exile, displacement,
alienation, and survival, and with the effect of unacknowledged trauma on familial

11
Sebald, W. G. ‘The Remorse of the Heart.’ On the Natural History of Destruction. Luftkrieg und Literatur,
1999. Trans. Bell, Anthea. New York: Modern Library, 2004, p. 172.
12
Ibid., p. 173.
13
Schwartz, Lynne Sharon, and W.G. Sebald. ‘Introduction.’ The Emergence of Memory: Conversations with
W.G. Sebald. New York: Seven Stories Press, 2010. p.17.
14
Wachtel, Eleanor. ‘Ghost Hunter’. The Emergence of Memory: Conversations with W. G. Sebald. Ed.
Schwartz, Lynne Sharon. New York: Seven Stories Press, 2010, p. 41.
15
Ibid.
16
Hirsch, Family Frames, 1997, op. cit., p. 4.
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relationships. It is framed as a defence of the creative component and expounds on its literary
precedents, primarily The Emigrants and Austerlitz by W.G. Sebald.
I am indebted to W.J.T. Mitchell’s Picture Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual
Representation (1994) for the clarification of ‘image-embedded text’ terminology. Mitchell
employs the term ‘image/text’ with a slash to designate what he calls the ‘problematic gap,
cleavage, or rupture in representation.’17 This is the condition of relations between image and
text with which this dissertation will most concern itself, though I prefer to think of the
‘rupture’, not so much as ‘problematic’, but as compounding interrelationships. Mitchell
conjoins the two words as ‘imagetext’ to designate composite, synthesised works. Mitchell cites
the illuminated poetry of William Blake and the related genre of the artists’ book18 as examples
of works which ‘collapse the distinction between writing and drawing’ 19 ; combinatory
experiments which generally do not subjugate either medium to the other. The monumental
paintings of Latvian-Australian artist Imants Tillers20 might also be included in this category as
exemplars of visual artworks that incorporate written quotes intended to be read spatially,
typographically, and verbally. Finally, Mitchell uses the term ‘image-text’ with a hyphen to
designate ‘relations of the visual and verbal,’21 in other words, the comparative analysis of the
semiotics of visual art and literary production. Despite the subtlety of Michell’s distinctions, I
have opted to confine this dissertation to the terms ‘image-text’ and ‘image-embedded text’ to
indicate any continuous prose narrative that engages with images.
I am also indebted to art historian and critic James Elkins’s invaluable online project
Writing with Images (2015–), for his distinction between illustrated or ornamented texts, such
as medieval manuscripts, and ‘fictional narratives, written in continuous prose, with interposed
images, usually photographs’22; and for his introduction to George Rodenbach’s Bruges-laMorte (1892), which he credits as being ‘the first fiction imagined and planned with images.’23
My attempts to interrogate the interface between Sebald’s images and text were
facilitated by discovery of the term ‘ma’, an aesthetic concept I have appropriated from the
17

Mitchell, W. J. Thomas. Picture Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1994, p. 89, fn. 9.
18
As an example of an artists’ book, my collaboration with artist and printmaker Marian Crawford,
GINTARAS/AMBER (2019), featuring a poetic rendition of the final paragraphs of ‘Summerlands’, can be
viewed on her website: http://www.mariancrawford.com/books.html.
19
Mitchell, 1994, op. cit., p. 91.
20
Tillers, Imants. Imants Tillers: Celojums Uz Nekurieni = Imants Tillers: Journey to Nowhere. Eds. Ansone,
Elita and Marni Williams. Riga, Latvia: Latvian National Museum of Art, 2018.
21
Mitchell, 1994, op. cit., p. 89, fn. 9.
22
Elkins, James. ‘1/0/ The Idea of Writing with Images’, Writing with Images. http://writingwithimages.com/1the-idea-of-writing-with-images/.
23
Ibid.
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Japanese. For this I am indebted to Professor Adrian Snodgrass and his writings on Buddhist
art and architecture. Ma has no equivalent in English. Snodgrass explains the unique spatialtemporal connotations of ma as ‘a stop or pause in a sequence of actions and events… the pause
that interrupts the flow of narrative, sound or action… a space-time that stands as a middle gap
or pause between two objects or two events in time.’ 24 Linguist and philosopher Henk
Oosterling has variously described ma as harmony, absence, distance, an in-between, an
interval between the spatial and the temporal, and as a way of sensing the moment of
movement.25 Use of the term ma seems particularly apposite in relation to the aesthetics of
postmemory, which is, as Hirsch suggests, a ‘diasporic aesthetic of temporal and spatial exile
that needs simultaneously to (re)build and to mourn.’26 The images embedded in Sebald’s (and
my) project of verification and reparation act not only as documentary evidence, affirmations
of existence, and repositories of memory and imagination, but also as intervals that arrest time
and slow down the speed of reading.
The following three chapters examine the issues that arose during the writing of
‘Summerlands’ and explore representations of postmemory in terms of the oppositional and
collaborative relations between image and text in literary production.
‘Museums of Memory: Reflections on Belonging’ engages with themes of grievous
loss, alienation, and belonging, and reflects on the necessity for remembering and
memorialising the past. The photographs in Sebald’s Austerlitz and the ‘Max Ferber’ section of
The Emigrants are analysed in terms of memory formation, the construction of identity, and the
memorialisation of absence. Photographs are shown to be emblematic of the simultaneous need
to grieve and to repair and, most importantly, to reclaim the past from the continual processes
of destruction.
‘Mapping Coincidence: Being on the Same Page as W.G. Sebald’ explores the influence
of Sebald’s oeuvre on my writing and demonstrates the correlation between the act of
remembering and the creative process. The ‘Dr Henry Selwyn’ section of The Emigrants is
discussed in terms of the tension between the aesthetic and illustrative function of images and
the seemingly arbitrary connections engendered by the cognitive shift from written to visual

24

Snodgrass, Adrian. ‘Thinking through the Gap: The Space of Japanese Architecture.’ Architectural Theory
Review 16: 2, 2011, pp. 136-56.
25
Oosterling, Henk. ‘A Culture of the ‘Inter’: Japanese Notions Ma and Basho.’ Sensus Communis in
Multi- and Intercultural Perspective: On the Possibility of Common Judgements in Arts and
Politics. Ed. Heinz Kimmerle & Henk Oosterling. Würzburg: Königshausen & Neumann, 2000, pp. 61-84.
26
Hirsch, Family Frames, 1997, op. cit. pp. 245-46.
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language. Photographs are seen to facilitate the transition from obscurity to clarity; from initial
perception to comprehensive understanding.
‘Imaging the Past: Photographs as Memento, Memorial, and Mnemonic Device’
contemplates both the narrative power and the limitations of photographs and demonstrates that
the interface between image and text exponentially multiplies inherent and extrapolated
meanings. The ‘Paul Bereyter’ section of The Emigrants is discussed in terms of the
appropriation of texts, identities, and images. Trieste (2012) by Daša Drndić is identified as a
text in which the interpolation of images is purely documentary. Panorama (2016) by Dušan
Šarotar is given as an example of hybrid fiction in which photographs illustrate descriptions
already present in the text.
In each chapter, photographs are proffered as an epistemological tool in the search for
understanding, the construction of identity, and the interpretation of nonverbal relationships; as
the embodiment of processes of memory and mourning; and as a means of unravelling the
ambiguities inherent in stasis and movement, past and present. The photographs themselves are
not analysed in terms of their aesthetic value but in their relation to the text; whether
photographs document, illustrate, interrogate, or interrupt the text; in the case of
‘Summerlands’, whether merged, multiple exposure, and distorted photographs transmit the
intended sense of loss, dislocation, and nostalgia. In terms of Roland Barthes’s studium, where
the ‘studium’ is ‘the figures, the faces, the gestures, the settings, the actions’ 27 of the
photograph, the subject is assumed to be of interest and relevance to the narrative. The punctum,
where the ‘punctum’ is ‘that accident which pricks me (but also bruises me, is poignant to
me),’ 28 the affect of the photograph is contingent on the viewer’s personality and cultural
background. The affect can only be assessed in terms of what Svetlana Boym describes as the
‘singular accident that joins the viewer and the image and reveals something about both; [that]
points at the scars in the viewer’s psyche and imagination.’29 The close reading of Sebald’s
image-texts are shown to generate a ‘conversation’ demanded by the disparate approximations
to reality of text and image. A cognitive adjustment in the reader/viewer’s scrutiny is required
to elucidate latent ambiguities and conjunctions between the written and the visual; between
empirical knowledge and the intuitive or contemplative.

27

Barthes, Roland. Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography. 1980. Trans. Howard, Richard. New York: Hill
and Wang (FGS), 2010, p. 26.
28
Ibid., p. 27.
29
Boym, Svetlana. The Future of Nostalgia. New York: Basic Books, 2001, p. 263-4.
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‘Summerlands’ is situated within the framework of postmemorial literature and art, and
the impetus of the second generation to reparation. By exploring the (mis)translations that occur
between written and visual language, the disparity between geographic and psychological
spaces, and a multiplicity of apparently coincidental and chaotic visions, this dissertation
uncovers the effects of mediated memories.
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Museums of Memory: Reflections on Belonging

Writing, in its noblest function, is the attempt to unerase, to unearth, to find the primitive
picture again, ours, the one that frightens us.30
—Hélène Cixous
Out of my sorrow
I will weave
a never-ending tale.31
—Abbas Kiarostami

There are many ways to begin, all involve digging, excavation. One way to begin is with family,
those who remain and those who do not. Yet another beginning might be prompted by a book,
a photograph, or a journey. All involve unearthing, dismantling, taking apart the past and the
present, but no matter what people say, regardless of their repudiation of family, the primal
story does begin with family. Let me begin with mine.
My full name is Francesca Jurate Kristina Sasnaitis. I was born in Melbourne, Victoria.
I am Australian. But to make that unequivocal statement of nationality fills me with
apprehension. My name—Mano vardas yra Pranciška Jūratė Kristina Sasnaitytė. Aš gimiau
Australijoje bet aš esu lietuvaite. To state that I am Lithuanian is equally tendentious. My
parents were born in Lithuania. In 1948, my mother and grandmother arrived in Australia; my
father, the following year. They came here as Displaced Persons, the then-term for refugees.
My parents met in Torquay, Victoria, places that sound British. By that logic, I might have been
English. In other circumstances, my parents would never have met.
Perhaps I should begin with a fairy tale. My parents are Hänsel and Gretel abandoned
in the forest. The outside world is the forest full of wicked, dangerous beings. The outside world
is not to be trusted. The gingerbread house is their salvation. The gingerbread house is built of
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their hopes and dreams. The experiment is bound to failure. My parents were traumatised by
what they experienced during World War II, but that trauma was never verbalised. I have the
piece of shrapnel that wounded my father in the neck and saved his life. I remember the day my
mother locked the door of her home and threw the key into the gutter. She was thirteen. I see
her clearly, but I don’t remember the day I first heard that story. Their common background
and experience brought my parents together. Fear made them cling to each other. Their
marriage was not happy.
I am the only daughter of untrusting and overprotective New Australians. 32 My
understanding of the world is mediated through (European) visual arts, literature, and music.
My first degree was in Fine Art Sculpture from RMIT (now Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology University). My creative practice attempts to generate a positive outcome from
circumstances of trauma, alienation, and family disfunction, and utilises both visual and literary
methodologies. Statements of fact are the skeleton from which I begin to construct a narrative.

I grew up with tales of ‘home’: my father’s rural idyll; my mother’s cosmopolitan city
inhabited by sophisticates and intellectuals. My aim is to reconcile the two. My parents
bequeathed to me a nostalgia for places I have not seen; for places I can never visit because
they have been obliterated or because they never existed, these places that exist only in a lost
time. My parents bequeathed to me a nostalgia for people I have not met because they are dead
or distant, and events I have not experienced. Scholar Marianne Hirsch coined the term
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‘postmemory’33 to describe what I remember and why those memories are more important than
my own.
I began this chapter with family, but I might have begun with a book: the ideal book,
the apotheosis of a book, the one repository of all knowledge, all connection, all elaborations,
or, according to Stéphane Mallarmé, the container of ‘all earthly existence.’34 Hélène Cixous
says, ‘the book is the Door.’ 35 She equates the book with the dream that does not escape.
Perhaps it is the dream that we cannot escape; that teaches us how to write without transition,
moving quickly and without pause between states; the dream that reminds us of secrets and
mysteries.36 This book is a museum that contains wilful silences and unintentional silences,
repressed and half-remembered memories, fantasies, dreams, and nightmares. This book is
always in process; always attempting an authentic equivalence with a place, an object, a person,
a sound, or an experience. Maurice Blanchot calls it ‘the Book. Still to be read, still to be
written, always already written, always already paralysed by reading, the book constitutes the
condition for every possibility of reading and writing.’37
This book, with which I began a second time, has become the idea of a book; a
receptacle for thoughts, concepts, and visions, which might be an actual book or a reticule, a
work of art, an album, article, artefact, or a photograph. When an actual image is inserted into
the book’s text, the synergy between the visual and the written leads to increasingly complex
interconnections, provocations, and convolutions. Another process has begun, a journey (the
journey is in the writing and the reading). Cixous calls the journey an attempt to unerase. This
un-erasure serves the purpose of remembering. To turn the pages of this book is to remember
and remembering is essential to verifying the world and redeeming the past.
‘The true content of a photograph is invisible,’ wrote John Berger, ‘for it derives from
a play, not with form, but with time.’ 38 He went on to say that we keep photographs as
‘memento[s] of the absent.’39 Absence is what gives photographs their emotional charge. But I
refer not only to absence but to loss. Loss is the reason looking is so painful. I am looking for
something (who? what?) and find only loss, which brings me back to excavation and the
impetus behind this excavation of the past: family or the absence of family.
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My grandmother died in 2000. She was nearly ninety-seven. Before she died, she saw her long
dead mother again, the mother she had not seen since 1940. A little over a year later in New
York City, the World Trade Centre fell. The world watched; I didn’t. I read Fury (2001) by
Salman Rushdie as the towers fell. His book seemed prophetic. I have never been able to watch
the footage of the fall of the towers, the people falling, but that fall from a state of naïve belief
in inviolable security has come to symbolise the death of my grandmother.
My father died in 2006. In 1990, when I ‘returned’ for the first time to his village,
Višeikiai (a town that is missing from Google Maps), the house in which my father grew up
was still standing, a decrepit version of itself. Now only a barn and the foundations of the
farmhouse remain. The village, at the centre of which stood my father’s family home, at the
heart of which his family was loved and respected, no longer exists. Instead, there is a stone set
by the side of a muddy track through a seemingly barren landscape commemorating the families
who once lived there – čia gyveno Bumeliai, Burkai, Čepinskai, Dunauskai, Frankos, Galiūnai,
Juknos, Kazakevičiai, Kazilioniai, Leimontai, Luičvaikiai, Mazurevičiai, Mažuknos, Pakelčiai,
Pašiškevičiai, Petrušoniai, Pinkevičiai, Ramulioniai, Rimgailos, Ruoniai, Sasnauskai (my
family, before my father changed his surname to Sasnaitis in a youthful act of patriotism)40,
40
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Stasiūnai, Šimoliūnai, Špakiai, Tankūnai, Užpurai, Zuokai – one after another, names graved
on a polished slab. Words in granite are all that remain of a vanished way of life.

That might have been mine, I cannot help thinking, mano paveldėjimas, my inheritance; I might
have ‘belonged’, I think, and I am overwhelmed by loss, not loss of any material legacy, but of
what might have been. I have no place there; I have no place here. I do not fit. Don’t we all feel
that way? Or only the children of refugees? Of Displaced Persons? Of survivors? And the
survivors themselves? How does it feel to escape mass destruction, mass dislocation, genocide?
In 1948, on her way to Australia, my twenty-one-year-old mother wrote her diary in
English to practise for her new country.
How nice would it be to travel under normal conditions, to do whatever you like.
But we are only Displaced Persons and can enjoy life only from the outside, we
are no longer enough to be members of world society. I am sometimes afraid this
depressing feeling will never leave me. It will be twice as hard for me as my
character asks to be accepted as full member of society.
I am blessed to have the few pages of the diary that she did not feel obliged to excise, which
she gave me many years ago, and which I have used with only slight alteration to lend veracity
to the fictions I have invented from my parents’ lives.
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In 2012, I flew to Hobart, Tasmania, for the first time since I was eleven years old. I wanted to
visit the recently opened Museum of Old and New Art (MONA).
Walking into MONA is like entering a womb, a dream, passing through the barrier
between the known world and the Theatre of the World41 into a labyrinth of dark corridors,
cavernous spaces, and Escher-like walkways. There, they gave me a device that allowed me to
map my journey, maps that remain forever somewhere in The Cloud. Years later, I checked and
found that ‘Friday 29 June 2012’ and ‘Saturday 30 June 2012’ were indeed available as they
first appeared, a scramble of dots and lines criss-crossing between objects glimpsed around a
corner, down a corridor, or over a banister, traversing levels, an inspired series of visual
connections between objects and artworks from disparate times, places, and cultures.
The map of my journey through MONA ‘hides as much as it reveals.’42 Online I can
plunge further into the labyrinth and retrieve information on each piece that caught my eye, not
everything I saw, only those artworks that made the strongest impression and prompted me to
press the device. The map leads me to Wilfredo Prieto’s Untitled (White Library) (2004-6), an
installation of five to six thousand blank books. In fact, I don’t know whether the books are
blank, that is what I surmise. I dare not look inside to find out what is beneath the books’ white
jackets.
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The room reminds me of a photograph in Austerlitz by W.G. Sebald. I am in a white library, but
it is as if I am seeing the negative version of the double-paged photograph Austerlitz finds in an
American architectural journal in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris. That photograph shows a
‘room filled with open shelves up to the ceiling where files on the prisoners in the little fortress
of Terezín, as it is called, are kept today.’43 Jacques Austerlitz is Sebald’s eponymous character.
The phonic correspondence between Auschwitz and Austerlitz must surely be deliberate. One
room with no words, no pictures, no stories, a ghostly reflection of that other room loaded with
horrifying stories. Prieto’s white books are emblematic of the silence of the Jews going to their
deaths and a sum of the unspeakable stories contained therein. Untitled (White Library) is a
testament to those who bore witness to overwhelming horror; horror without precedent, beyond
words, beyond form, beyond the human capacity for comprehension. This silence is what
philosopher Theodor Adorno meant by his renowned dictum: ‘to write poetry after Auschwitz
is barbaric.’44
The narrator of Austerlitz begins with his unexplained journeys from England to
Belgium in the 1960s and goes on to describe one such occasion during which he arrives in
Antwerp and feels unwell. The narrator walks and finally takes refuge in the zoo near the
Centraal Station, where he enters the Nocturama recently built to showcase animals active at
night. He lists the animals he might have seen there but does not actually remember seeing.
What he does remember is that ‘several of them had strikingly large eyes, and the fixed,
inquiring gaze found in certain painters and philosophers who seek to penetrate the darkness
which surrounds us purely by means of looking and thinking.’45 Close to this description are the
photographs of four pairs of eyes: an owl-monkey, an owl, the eyes of artist Jan Peter Tripp,
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and of philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein. Neither animals nor men are identified in the text.
Their significance is tangential to the idea that truths will be revealed to observing eyes and
enquiring minds.
The narrator returns to Centraal Station where the travellers in the waiting room remind
him of the animals he has just seen; where he meets Jacques Austerlitz for the first time.
Austerlitz reminds the narrator of Siegfried in Fritz Lang’s 1924 silent film Die Nibelungen, an
ironic comparison considering Austerlitz’s Jewish heritage, and that the Nazi Party appropriated
Siegfried, the quintessential Teutonic hero, as their Aryan poster-boy.
Austerlitz feels that he has ‘no place in reality.’46 He uses an old Ensign camera with
telescopic bellows, a camera from the first half of the twentieth century that is already oldfashioned in the 1960s. He develops and prints his own photographs and is entranced ‘by the
moment when the shadows of reality, so to speak, emerge out of nothing on the exposed paper,
as memories do in the middle of the night, darkening again if you try to cling to them.’47 His
need to capture details and moments in photographs stems partly from his need to construct a
reality for himself, partly from his desire to avoid the passage of time.
In 1967, when the narrator first sees him, Austerlitz is taking notes, making sketches and
photographing the station waiting room, which looks to the narrator like a subterranean version
of the Nocturama. The narrator is intrigued by Austerlitz’s intensity, and their chance encounter
develops into a friendship spanning more than thirty years. During their subsequent
conversations, the subject is principally architectural history, not Austerlitz’s origins or his life.
Later, Austerlitz expresses surprise at how much energy he has spent recollecting as little as
possible. He admits that he ‘knew nothing about the conquest of Europe by the Germans and
the slave state they had set up, and nothing about the persecution [he] had escaped.’ 48
Austerlitz’s memory has been in quarantine against the pain of remembering his departure from
Czechoslovakia on a Kindertransport. His English foster parents tell him nothing of his former
life, and it is only by chance that his elusive memories begin to return and force him to hunt for
the truth of his family’s fate.
In response to a question from Michael Silverblatt, Sebald confirmed that it was his
vocation ‘to write about the history of persecution, of vilification of minorities, the attempt,
well-nigh achieved, to eradicate a whole people,’49 and that the only way to approach or write
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about the Holocaust, the invisible subject of Austerlitz, and of The Emigrants, is indirectly,
obliquely. To repeat the images with which we are all familiar would, said Sebald, ‘militate
against our capacity for discursive thinking, for reflecting upon these things. And also paralyse,
as it were, our moral capacity.’50
By playing out the trajectory of Austerlitz’s life as the search for a past he cannot
remember, and by generating manifold connections and comparisons through the insertion of
photographs in the text Sebald attempts to articulate ‘the silence’. He answers Adorno’s
challenge by a metonymic accretion of images, information, and associations arguably more
powerful than direct confrontation. That Austerlitz’s ‘sense of rejection and annihilation’51 is
not alleviated by the revelation of his origins attests to the gravity of his trauma.
By circuitous means, by the acts of walking, reading, seeking, and seeing, Austerlitz
wends his way closer to revelation. He is forced on by the degree of his discomfort, by mental
and physical breakdown, and by the feeling that he is ‘living the wrong life.’52 Time collapses
and reality is displaced until every view appears to him both ‘familiar and utterly alien.’53 He
describes Marienbad, for example, as if looking through a grease smeared window, the decrepit
resort town almost collapsing under the weight of his distress, and the Palace of Justice in
Brussels like a surreal nightmare with ‘corridors and stairways leading nowhere, and the
doorless rooms and halls where no one would ever set foot.’54 Landscapes and buildings are
symbolic of Austerlitz’s state of mind.

In The Emigrants, Sebald relates the stories of Dr Henry Selwyn, Paul Bereyter, Ambros
Adelwarth, and Max Ferber. The Ferber section begins with the epigraph ‘They come when
night falls to search for life.’55 Ferber’s story reads as the prototype for Austerlitz. Ferber and
Austerlitz share a similar history of displacement – both escape Europe on Kindertransport; their
parents die in Nazi concentration camps – and an arts practice (painting and photography
respectively) of shadows and light; obliteration and restoration.
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In this earlier image-text, the narrator is more clearly Sebald. A recent arrival to
Manchester, his meandering through the unfamiliar city leads him inexorably to ‘the one-time
Jewish quarter around the star-shaped complex of Strangeways prison, behind Victoria
Station,’56 an architectural description that is reminiscent of Austerlitz’s description of the starshaped fortress of Terezín. Since the war, the district had been demolished, says the narrator;
‘all that was left to recall the lives of thousands of people was the grid-like layout of the
streets.’ 57 On the following double-page spread, an aerial photograph of (presumably)
Manchester’s grid is juxtaposed with an atmospheric image, devoid of life, of the canal along
which the narrator walks. Seven pages later the ‘motionless and deathly silence’58 of the canal
is mentioned again as symptomatic of Manchester’s industrial decline after World War II. These
images of place, though directly referenced in the text, also serve as tropes for alienation,
desolation, and decay, and reinforce a sense of the recent migrant’s displacement.
During his wanderings, the narrator stumbles upon Ferber’s studio, the floor of which is
‘covered with a largely hardened and encrusted deposit of droppings, mixed with coal dust.’59
Ferber wants nothing in his studio to change except this lava-like extrusion, which he describes
as ‘the true product of his continuing endeavours and the most palpable proof of his failure […]
and he never felt more at home than in places where things remained undisturbed, muted under
the grey velvety sinter left when matter dissolved, little by little, into nothing.’60 This muted
greyness, whether grease smeared, dust shrouded, fogged, drizzled upon, or rain spattered,
whether the product of over- or underexposure, or the accumulated detritus of paint and charcoal
dust, is the physical manifestation of repressed memories, a blankness at the core of the psyche,
and an intimation of ghosts of the past demanding recognition.
In the original German version of Die Ausgewanderten: vier lange Erzählungen mit
vielen Illustrationen (1992), Max Ferber is called ‘Max Aurach’. Sebald’s English publisher
was obliged to change the name and to excise several images from the text because the painter
Frank Auerbach, on whom the fictional Aurach is based, objected to Sebald’s literary portrayal.
Auerbach ‘thought that the story totally misunderstood the relation of the artist’s personality
and biography to the creation of art, and it was totally lacking in humour.’61 I suggest that it is
Auerbach who misunderstood Sebald’s literary project of restitution, and that the gravitas of
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Sebald’s tone is intentionally evocative of trauma. Frank Auerbach’s parents were also
murdered by the Nazis. Auerbach was eight years old when he fled Berlin but, unlike Austerlitz,
he claims that his English childhood and schooling were entirely happy, and that supressing his
past has worked well for him. Significantly, Auerbach has never returned to his hometown, a
return which, I imagine, would be too traumatic. ‘What is certain,’ writes Sebald in Ferber’s
voice, ‘is that mental suffering is effectively without end.’62
What is also significant are the two images excised from the English-language edition.
The first is a charcoal portrait by Auerbach – vigorous linearity over erased and smudged
charcoal – and occurs in the German edition after the narrator’s description of Ferber/Aurach’s
methodology: ‘he would erase the portrait yet again, and once more set about excavating the
features of his model […] The facial features and eyes, said Ferber, remained ultimately
unknowable for him […] an onlooker might well feel that it had evolved from a long lineage of
grey, ancestral faces, rendered unto ash but still there, as ghostly presences, on the harried
paper.’ 63 Erasure, excavation, and the reference to ‘eyes’ and to ‘ghostly presences’ are
recurring motifs in both The Emigrants and Austerlitz.
The second excised image, a closeup of ‘das dunkle Auge Aurachs’64 (‘Ferber’s dark
eye’65) comes immediately below that description in the German text. That this must, in fact, be
a closeup of Auerbach’s face is confirmed by the excision, but the real question should be: What
do English-language readers miss by losing these images? Certainly, a reinforcement of the
urgency of looking, seeing, and bearing witness, and, more importantly, the reclamation of the
past from the continual processes of destruction.
As far as I’m aware, subsequent German editions of Die Ausgewanderten continue to
retain the name ‘Aurach’ and the images that relate to the text, presumably because Auerbach,
whilst ‘hailed “Britain’s greatest living painter” by The Times in London […] In Berlin, only art
experts recognise his name.’66

In 1955, the Yiddish writer Chaim Grade returned to Lithuania from exile in Russia and
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published his detailed impressions of the remains of the Vilnius ghetto in The Seven Little Lanes
(Der mames shabosim, Chicago, 1955). ‘None of us are saved. We merely survived,’67 wrote
Grade. I do not claim the experience of the Holocaust for my family (we are not Jewish), neither
the enormity of that horror nor the enormity of that loss, or only in as far as we all feel the horror
of that genocide, of every genocide, and the unremitting pain of that loss. ‘The emotional pain
of loss, the pain that has broken a heart. Such pain fills the space of an entire life.’68
In 2015, too late to share my discovery of the genealogical website for the
Memel/Klaipėda Region with my grandmother, I found out that she, then a widow, was listed
as the resident of Nr. 7 Ferdinando gatvė (No. 7 Ferdinand Street) from 1929 to 1942, when the
records stop. Nothing remains of my grandmother’s residence. The street was bombed, the
house destroyed. The street has been renamed; perhaps its route was changed.
In 2015, before my mother died, I found out what happened to her childhood friend. This
was not easy to do. Her friend’s name was Sigi Simon, as common as ‘John Smith’ in English.
My mother didn’t know Sigi’s father’s name, he was always Mr Simon, but she did remember
that they lived across the road from No. 7. From the website, I learned that Ida Burstein, the
wife of Chatzkel Simon, businessman and factory owner, was listed as the owner of Nr. 6
Ferdinando gatvė from 1926 to 1935. Their children, Hanna, Shashana, and Siegfried ‘Sigi’
Jakob Simon, my mother’s best-friend, lived in No. 6 with their parents. Between 1935 and
1942, there are no records. By 1942, there is no further mention of a Burstein or a Simon.
Chatzkel SIMON, born 1897 in Kretinga, died 1941 in Lithuania (city unknown),
cause of death: Holocaust.
Ida BURSTEIN-SIMON, wife, born 1902 in Pilkalnis, died 1941 in Kaunas or
died 1944 in Stutthof concentration camp, cause of death: Holocaust.
Siegfried Jakob SIMON, son, born 1931 in Klaipėda, died 1941 in Lithuania, cause
of death: Holocaust. 69
Yes, the website really uses that term: Todesursache: Holocaust. And there are more:
Chatzkel’s two daughters and his two brothers; Ida’s mother, two brothers and three sisters,
their spouses and children, and many more died in Lithuania or Stuffhof (Sztutowo, Poland);
died in 1941, 1944, 1945. By 1945, the family of my mother’s best-friend were all dead. In
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2015, I confirmed what my mother already knew. I cannot say she was happy to have her fears
confirmed, only that it is better to know.
My mother died in 2016. After the death of my mother, I fear I will never again be called
by name, the name I grew up with, spoken in the accents of my childhood. The Australian
version of my name makes a stranger of me, something I have learned to live with. I am not the
same person at home as I am in world. I fear no one will recognise me. In the street, no one will
stop me and say, Aha! You must hail from the Klaipėda Region or your face belongs in
Pakruojis. I trawl through mountains of photographs and find my semblance in images I have
never seen before (each parent kept a hidden stash). Here and there I recognise my forehead,
my nose, my cheekbones, my mouth; the tilt, the droop, the fault of time. But never my whole
self in one face.

I fear I will never find what I seek. I find only younger versions of people I cannot have known,
people whose lost youth I mourn as if it were mine; for whose losses I must somehow
compensate.
In Lithuania, there are archivists, genealogists, historians of place, collectors of faces,
photographs, and memorabilia honouring what once was. In Australia, I am the last of my
family. It is strange to be the last in a line, to hold all that past to no purpose; with no one to
treasure these memories after I’m gone. Here, I build a narrative from fragments to reclaim what
is lost; to enshrine what I alone remember, the last witness.

Postmemory is distinguished from memory by generational distance from cataclysmic historical
events and by an ineradicable connection to the memory of those events. Postmemory is a useful
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concept for interrogating the interrelationship between image and text because, as J.J. Long puts
it, ‘any attempt at reconstruction […] must be mediated not by memory, but by imagination and
creation.’70
In this chapter, I have drawn parallels between two of Sebald’s image-texts, The
Emigrants, originally published in 1993, and Austerlitz, published shortly before the author’s
death in 2001. Both are narratives of restitution for events Sebald could not personally have
experienced or remember. Though Sebald does not use the term ‘postmemory’, he confronts the
devastation of the war period ‘as if those horrors [he] did not experience cast a shadow over
[him], and one from which [he] shall never entirely emerge.’71 His narrators are the conduit
through whom Sebald expiates his postmemorial guilt, and the confessors to whom Sebald’s
witnesses relate their stories. But for his characters, for Ferber and Austerlitz, confession does
not bring absolution. Soon after entrusting the narrator of The Emigrants with an account of his
life, Ferber is hospitalised with pulmonary emphysema. During their last meeting he is able to
respond only with ‘an attempt at speech that sounded like the rustle of dry leaves in the wind,’72
a clear intimation of his imminent demise. Before Austerlitz leaves to continue the search for
his father, he hands the narrator the key to his house and gives permission to ‘study the black
and white photographs which, one day, would be all that was left of his life,’73 a fading out of
the narrative that is tantamount to death.
I have positioned autobiography within an interrogation of the interface between image
and text primarily as an example of the impetus to the construction of fictional narrative, but
also as a counterpoint to Sebald’s projects of restitution and his use of images as verification,
‘to legitimise the story that [the narrator] tells,’74 and as the means to suspend duration or the
forward trajectory of the narrative, ‘a form of redemption […] from the passage of time.’75 I
have used Sebald’s example in my struggle against ‘the art of forgetting,’76 and to infer that ‘the
destruction of someone’s native land is as one with that person’s destruction.’ 77 I have
extrapolated from that destruction the situation of the second generation for whom there is no
definitive homeland.
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In the next chapter, ‘Mapping Coincidence: Being on the Same Page as W.G. Sebald’, I
will continue to interpolate autobiographical details to demonstrate the correlation between the
act of remembering and the creative process, and to elucidate how images (or artefacts) mediate
coincidence and generate seemingly arbitrary connections. I will elaborate on the idea that the
image-text is particularly suited to representations of postmemory, and that the reading of an
image-text is not only dependent on the interface between photographs and language, but also
on the relationship of photographs to each other.
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Mapping Coincidence: Being on the Same Page as W.G. Sebald

W.G. Sebald’s use of embedded images in his prose fictions has been the subject of
considerable research, especially in refugee studies and Holocaust studies,78 and in terms of the
textual repetitions, synchronicities, accumulations, and anomalies apparent in Sebald’s literary
practice. 79 Critical theory, psychoanalysis, aesthetics, neo-Marxism, feminism, and specific
concepts derived from notable theorists, such as Jacques Derrida’s notion of ‘blindness’,80 and
the term ‘rhizomatic’ coined by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 81 have been applied to
analyse Sebald’s movement between prose narrative, ekphrastic description, and actual visual
material. What most researchers and cultural commentators have in common, however, is their
admiration for Sebald’s genre-transgressing prose, and their assumption that his deployment of
images is equally effective. Analysis is based on the premise that the images included by the
author are intentional and can be regarded as essential to the poetics of the text as a whole. Yet,
in reviewing works of fiction that deploy images, critics rarely mention the efficacy, or
otherwise, of those images beyond remarking on their general illustrative appearance. Two
examples from Australian Book Review are a case in point.
In her review of The Book of Dirt by Bram Presser (2017), Anna MacDonald mentions
Sebald or the Sebaldian approach to list-making, memory, and history twelve times, not always
to the advantage or better understanding of Presser’s distinctive project of restitution. ‘The Book
of Dirt integrates word-text alongside family photographs, reproductions of letters and archival
documents, and pictures taken by the author, a number of which echo photographs that appear
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in Austerlitz,’ 82 writes MacDonald. In fact, only eleven of the thirty-six images were
photographed by the author, and are particularly redolent of Sebaldian atmospherics, as is the
surrounding ruminative and descriptive text. Presser has never made a secret of his debt to
Sebald, but their similarities are generally superficial. Presser’s is ‘a book of memories, some
my own, some acquired and some, I suppose, imagined.’83 Photographs and documents from
his family’s collection serve as proof of existence – a legacy monumentally significant to the
grandson of Holocaust survivors – and as talismans against the possibility of forgetting. In an
echo of the granite memorial to the vanished families of Višeikiai, The Book of Dirt ends with
a photograph of Stolpersteine (‘stumbling blocks’ set in streets all over Europe to commemorate
victims of the Nazis), and Presser’s summation of his search for family: ‘To know them as more
than just names on brass stones/ that is enough.’84
Gillian Dooley’s review of Extinctions by Josephine Wilson (2017) does not mention
Sebald by name but does make brief mention of the ‘grainy grey-scale photos which are not
always mentioned in the text, but which all have a haunting and sometimes shocking relevance
to the words on the page.’85 My interpretation of Wilson’s image use differs from Dooley’s.
Wilson’s illustrations evoke the encyclopedias of childhood; most are directly related to the
surrounding text, illustrative rather than evocative, and educational, especially in terms of
twentieth-century design. Rather than shockingly relevant, her photographs of design icons and
architectural structures serve as metaphors or, occasionally, ironic representations of the
frailties of the human body.
In The Emigrants the exchange of information between image and text is not always
straightforward. Sebald demands equal literacy in both literary and visual modes. There is a
tension between the aesthetic and illustrative function of the images, and a resistance to
switching seamlessly between modes of reading and seeing. His texts do not always ‘explain,
narrate, describe, label, speak for (or to) the photographs’86 and his images only occasionally
‘illustrate, exemplify, clarify, ground, and document the text.’87 For Sebald, images – not only
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photographs but reproductions of paintings, artefacts, and ephemera – serve as reminders of a
past to which we are still bound, a silent facsimile of people and places that have disappeared
but that continue to exist in the memories generated by those images. Images provide a sense
of that erased person, object, or place, and a sense of belonging to that past.
The following section aims to illustrate by imitation W.G. Sebald’s writing practice and
his influence on my writing; to demonstrate how connections are made; how the act of
remembering is intrinsic to the creative process; and how images facilitate the emergence of
thoughts, emotions, and decisions that have roots in the past, are enacted in the present, and
will have consequences in the future.

Winfried Georg Maximilian Sebald was born on 18 May 1944 in Wertach, Germany, and died
on 14 December 2001 in Norfolk, England. His obituary appeared in The Melbourne Age some
days later. I do not know exactly when. The Age article was syndicated from a eulogy by Eric
Homberger, which originally appeared in The Guardian on Monday 17 December, only three
days after the car crash in which Sebald died. My mother cut out the article and, in doing so,
snipped off the date. No doubt she intended to give the obituary to me then, knowing as she
did, that I had been an admirer of Sebald’s since The Emigrants appeared in English translation
in 1996.
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I do not remember my mother showing me the clipping at the time; perhaps she forgot. In any
case, being of the generation who never threw anything away, my mother saved the article. I
was grateful when she handed it to me early in 2015. If she had given it to me at the time, I
would not have it now. The 545 mm long clipping – The Age was still a broadsheet then – is
now affixed to the side of my filing cabinet. I can see it as I write: the brittle header, the
yellowed creases where my mother had folded it into four.

I can read from where I sit Homberger’s eulogy, which repeats opinions that have since become
dogma in the ever-expanding field of Sebald scholarship. Homberger invokes Sebald’s ghost
and his claim to a moral position grappling with the silences and anxieties of German history;
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his supposed invention of a new literary form, ‘part hybrid novel, part memoir and part
travelogue’88; his meandering prose filled with oblique and esoteric references; and his integral
inclusion of images without attribution or identification, which
acquire meaning from the surrounding text. We read those enigmatic images
through the story which Sebald provides, and then, later, come to the suspicion
that they were something more (or less) than an illustration or documentation of
the story. The way he handled visual images was characteristic of the way he
wrote, determined not to make his point in an assertive way, but with implication
and suggestion.89
I am reminded of first reading Sebald, of the title page of the first story in The Emigrants, ‘Dr
Henry Selwyn’, which bears the epigraph ‘And the last remnants memory destroys.’90 In light
of what is to come, the phrase is particularly evocative, but standing bald, at the beginning, it
is a cipher. Sebald provides clues that make sense only in retrospect; he forces the reader to
return again and again to discover the something more or something less.
Robert Macfarlane likens the experience of reading Sebald to being hypnotised,
enchanted, captivated, kidnapped, and that emerging from a book by Sebald ‘is like drifting
slowly to a surface from a sea-bed through marine light, stunned and grateful.’91 I call it a
seduction, by the prose certainly, but also by the photographs.
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A huge inkblot of a yew tree casts its shadow over the higgledy-piggledy gravestones of a
country cemetery and over the first page of ‘Dr Henry Selwyn’. By page eleven, there have
been only a few paragraph indents, several conversations or dialogues, and often contrasting or
contradictory descriptions. Dr Selwyn, for example, is described as being tall and broadshouldered, but seemingly stocky and short; his movements, ‘at once awkward and yet perfectly
poised.’92 There have been more photographs, possibly cropped views of the narrator’s garden,
and the realisation that every detail holds meaning in the author’s deliberate scheme.
‘Dr Henry Selwyn’ is a very short piece – one might call it a prelude to the subsequent
three stories or ‘movements’ – scarcely twenty pages, in which Dr Selwyn befriends the narrator
and his wife, visits them often, then less frequently. On page twenty-two, he shoots himself,
sending the reader back to the photograph of the yew looming over the graveyard, which is now
invested with the significance of a portent.
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In a typically Sebaldian coincidence, Dr Selwyn returns to the narrator’s consciousness while
travelling through Switzerland some fifteen years later, when he reads in a newspaper that the
remains of the alpine guide Johannes Naegeli have been recovered from the Oberaar glacier
seventy-two years after his disappearance. The narrator remembers that the doctor and Naegeli
had been friends in 1913 just before the guide went missing. In the succinct twenty pages of
‘Dr Henry Selwyn’, characters return from the dead or emerge from a kind of Dickensian
gloom, like the Selwyns’ creepy servant Elaine. This ‘female personage of indeterminable
age,’93 a collector of dolls with a whinnying laugh and shorn hair, reminds me not only of ‘the
inmates of asylums,’94 as Sebald puts it, but of the defeminised inmates of concentration camps,
as described in the following stanza of Primo Levi’s poem ‘If This is a Man’.
Consider if this is a woman
Without hair and without name,
With no more strength to remember,
Her eyes empty and her womb cold
Like a frog in winter.95
In his memoir of surviving the Auschwitz concentration camp, Levi asks directly, without
equivocation: Is it possible to retain any vestige of humanity when every humanising, civilising
aspect is systematically stripped from the person? The same question casts its shadow over The
Emigrants: Is it possible to survive and continue surviving? Is it possible to remember and not
93
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be destroyed by the past? Primo Levi’s death was ruled a suicide. Two of the four stories in The
Emigrants end in suicide, as if the weight of memories proved too overwhelming for the
survivors.
Photographs make a lasting impression on the narrator of ‘Dr Henry Selwyn’; pictures
are so intently scrutinised that the glass of a slide shatters and a fissure appears across the screen
in another intimation of the unendurable past. Memories return in the dark of cinemas. The
narrator’s memory of that shattered slide, and of a landscape he has never in reality seen, is
triggered by the moment Kasper Hauser (from Werner Herzog’s film The Enigma of Kasper
Hauser, 1974) understands the distinction between dream and reality. These and other moments
are typically Sebaldian thresholds: liminal spaces, which wait to be flooded with memory; gaps
between clarity and obscurity, perception and recollection.
The ‘Dr Henry Selwyn’ story covers sixteen years, from 1970 to 1986 of the narrator’s
life, but reports events and memories that go back as far as 1899. The narrator describes the
hedgerows of Hingham from personal experience, the Swiss Alps in photographs, the Caucasus
in film, Crete in memory, Grodno in Lithuania in a story of exile, and London, which is
mistakenly identified as New York in the same story. World War II is mentioned only in
passing. Places are remembered, imagined, never visited, never returned to.
Dr Selwyn confesses – the narrator stresses this point, as if the doctor is sharing a guilty
secret – that his family came from Grodno (Grodna or Hrodna), which is now in Belarus, only
thirty-five kilometres from the current Lithuanian border, and which is called Gardinas in
Lithuanian. More importantly, Gardinas was one of the oldest and largest Jewish communities
in the former Grand Duchy of Lithuania and had been acknowledged by Vytautas the Great in
the Charter of 1389. Without saying so in as many words, Dr Selwyn is confessing to being
Jewish and, in anglicising his name, to forsaking his heritage. He admits to concealing his
background even from his wife, as if he is ashamed of centuries of repeated pogroms and the
‘Final Solution of the Jewish Question’, which sent 44,049 Jews (‘according to a Nazi
source’96) from Gardinas to extermination camps, leaving only 180 Jews in the district by the
time Gardinas was liberated by the Soviet Army in 1944.
Homberger’s eulogy reminds me that Sebald’s generation (das Nachgeborene, those
born after World War II) endured their parents’ obfuscation; that Sebald would have known
nothing of Grodno/Gardinas until his twenties, or later, after he emigrated to England and began
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absorbing the stories of survivors and exiles. I imagine I read somewhere, but cannot now find
the reference, that while at Freiburg University, not only was he shocked to discover that the
defendants of the Auschwitz trials were ordinary Germans but was horrified to realise that
several of his lecturers in German Literature must have been Nazis.97 And I remember that after
the war, my father was also at Freiburg University, but in the sciences not the humanities, and
I wonder whether his lecturers might also have been ex-Nazis hiding in plain sight in
professorial positions.
I have used Homberger’s eulogy as a springboard into reading Sebald, and into the story
of my parents. It is a testament to my long-term admiration of Sebald, but more relevant to the
idea of ‘being on the same page’ is a second obituary that follows Sebald’s on the bottom
quarter of the newspaper clipping. I was pleased to be given an authentic piece of Sebald
memorabilia, but the real aha-moment came when I unfolded the fragile newsprint and
discovered that the second obituary on the page commemorates the sculptor Vincas Jomantas.

Vincas Jomantas was born on 24 September 1922 in Kaunas, Lithuania, and died on 19
December 2001 in Melbourne. Between 1942 and 1944, when Jomantas moved to Vilnius to
study at the Lithuanian School of Fine Arts, my mother was living in Kaunas. That time they
missed living in the same city at the same time.
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Jomantas arrived in Australia in either 1948 or 1949, sources vary. My mother arrived
in Sydney on the SS Wooster Victory in 1948, my father in Melbourne on the SS Skaugum in
1949. Both my parents claimed to have known Jomantas even though he was not on either of
those two vessels carrying up to 800 Displaced Persons of various nationalities. The pre-war
population of Lithuania hovered around 2.5million. What my parents meant was that they
‘knew’ Jomantas in the way Lithuanian migrants from those times recognised and remembered
the surnames of their countrymen who arrived in Australia after the war; who struggled to retain
a sense of national identity while attempting to adapt to a very foreign culture and climate.
Jomantas did more than survive the transition/translation. He made a fundamental
contribution to Australian art as a founding member of Centre Five, a group of sculptors,
including Clifford Last, Lenton Parr, Julius Kane, lnge King, and Teisutis (Joe) Zikaras, another
Lithuanian, committed to promoting large-scale, abstract public artwork. When I was a student
at RMIT (1976-78) my lecturers included King, Zikaras, and Jomantas, who remained Head of
Sculpture until his retirement in 1987. Jomantas was two years younger than my father, but
both were old enough to have been swept up in first the German and then the Russian
occupation of their homeland. My interpretation of the effect of war on either personality is
purely speculative. For all I know they might both have been meticulous, exacting, inarticulate,
intense, morose men regardless of trauma, loss, and exile. Despite Ronald Millar’s claim that
Jomantas’s students found him ‘warm and generous,’98 and ‘tolerant of directions other than
his own,’ 99 I never got past his ‘apparent austerity and private reserve,’ 100 and feared his
disapproval as much as I did my father’s.
I recall the one time my father helped me drop a block of sandstone off at the sculpture
department, Jomantas came out of the cubbyhole that was his office. Their meeting was quite
awkward. I had the impression that Jomantas was embarrassed by my father’s presumption of
comradeship based purely on ethnicity. And for reasons too complex to unravel here, I was
embarrassed by our mutual Lithuanianness, and even more intimidated by his authority than I
might otherwise have been. Now, however, I am inexplicably pleased to note that Jomantas
began his life as a New Australian in Perth, a city in which I continue feel ‘new’, having resided
in Western Australia only since 2016. In a brief postscript, I also note that Ronald Millar, the
painter, obituary writer, and Jomantas’s colleague at RMIT, is the same Ron Millar who was
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the 1978 RMIT Art Tour guide who first introduced me to the Europe from which I had always
felt banished.
I say I will never forget catching the train from Fiumicino (Rome Airport) and my first
glimpse of the outskirts of Rome, but that is not true. That memory is from my 2010 trip to
Rome. I only imagine that we must also have taken the same train in November 1978, but what
I actually remember is being in a vehicle, a mini-bus or a taxi, and pressing my face against the
glass and feeling the difference in the air. What I remember is that the grass along the highway
looked entirely different to Australian roadside vegetation and that the scent was entirely
different. Now I’m cobbling memories together from several journeys: I remember the shock
of seeing kilometres of flat-faced apartment buildings, and then the impossibly beautiful golden
glow of stone against an ultramarine blue night sky. And I pretend to remember Trastevere, the
suburb where the minibus from Roma Termini finally deposited our group of fifteen. But it is
true that I felt as if I had finally returned home, an illusion that has no traction except as a desire
to belong somewhere, anywhere.
Italy is nothing like Lithuania, neither topographically nor in national character, but I
had conflated the idea of Europe with what my parents called ‘home’. I yearned for places I
had never seen, sometimes places they had never actually visited, like the cosmopolitan Vienna
of my mother’s imagination. I inherited their displacement, and wanted only to return to that
lost era, and to those places, which had probably been obliterated by war or by the usual
processes of urban development. Many years later, I began to understand that my ‘symptoms’
were typical of the children of survivors of collective trauma; adult-children who are burdened
with mediated memories of people, places, and events they cannot possibly remember. The
‘conspiracy of silence’101 of which Sebald accused his parents’ generation does not preclude
having to deal with ‘the long-term effects of living in close proximity to the pain, depression,
and dissociation of persons who have witnessed and survived massive historical trauma.’102 In
fact, silence or half-heard, half-understood recollections are equally insidious, and can engender
the same degree of anxiety, responsibility, and the desire to make reparation, in the children of
perpetrators as the children of survivors.
My long preamble is meant as an illustration of Sebald’s circuitous storytelling, in this
case, a narrative that proceeds from a newspaper clipping/artefact through a series of
coincidences to an arbitrary synchronicity of dates and locations. If my connections appear
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tenuous, I suggest that they are representative of lived experience, and exemplify the strange
and remarkable ways in which we attempt to make sense of our lives, even more so, the way in
which the mind leaps from one connection to another, no matter how apparently arbitrary,
finally arriving full-circle back at the beginning. Just as I now find myself back at the newspaper
clipping, with Vincas Jomantas on the same page as Max Sebald.

In an attempt to extricate myself from this labyrinthine skein of connections – everything is
there for a reason, including digressions, of which there have been several – I resort to an
observation that poet Susan Howe made of the work of three pioneering filmmakers, Dziga
Vertov, Andrei Tarkovsky, and Chris Marker. She says that for them ‘an image introduced once
as a hint or a possible symbol may in another context contradict its intended leitmotif,’103 and
that ‘the moment of looking is an arrest.’104 Accordingly, I will end this segment with three
images from vastly different sources, but which share formal qualities and emotional
resonances.
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The first is a still from Grant Gee’s documentary Patience (After Sebald) (2012) that shows a
lone, bare tree planted in the rocky sand of a Suffolk beach. This image is evocative of entropy,
of the ‘continuous process of consuming and being consumed’,105 and of Sebald’s pilgrimage
through melancholia. The second is a photograph that Jomantas gave to Lenton Parr for his
publication Sculpture.106 It is a photograph of his totemic Tower of grief (1957), carved from a
single block of wood. Jomantas planted his sculpture in the sand and photographed it against
an overcast sky. In the collection entry for the National Gallery of Australia, Roger Butler likens
it to ‘some strange new plant against the backdrop of a moody sky – a metaphor perhaps for his
own exile from Europe and the ever-present grief caused by this separation.’107
The third photograph was taken in 1962 at the Chadstone Shopping Centre, in front of
Lenton Parr’s sculpture Plantforms (c. 1960). When it was installed, ‘it was probably the only
piece of contemporary sculpture in the suburbs and one of very few in Melbourne.’108 It is also
a rare example of organic sculpture by Parr. At the time, I had no idea who Lenton Parr was
nor that his sculpture might have been based on seedpods or bark shavings. I thought it looked
like a crab. I remember I liked it. Neither my grandmother nor I could possibly have anticipated
the strange paths by which this photograph would signal the trajectory of my life, nor the
importance that I would place upon it fifty-odd years later.
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In the guise of the narrator of ‘All’estero’, Part II of Vertigo, Sebald describes his writing
practice.
I sat at a table near the open terrace door, my papers and notes spread out around
me, drawing connections between events that lay far apart but which seemed to
me to be of the same order.109
In much the same way, I have sat at my desk looking down on the New Fortune Theatre
courtyard at the University of Western Australia, watching the peacock strut his magnificent
tail, surrounded by books ruffled with yellow post-it notes, photograph albums, and random
papers, making connections that are apparently chaotic and incoherent, but which demonstrate
the possibilities of the image to exponentially multiply inherent and extrapolated meanings,
even when those meanings are obscure and inconsistent.

In his seminal essay, ‘History, Narrative, and Photography in W.G. Sebald’s Die
Ausgewanderten’, J.J. Long introduces the term ‘reflexive reference’110 as a useful concept for
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analysing texts that demand both a linear (temporal) and a spatial reading; whose ‘extensive
motivic repetitions often exceed the capacity of linear narrative organisation to account for
them.’ 111 Long goes on to say that the images embedded in Sebald’s texts that cannot be
understood in illustrative terms – in other words, those photographs that do not corroborate the
surrounding narrative – can be ‘recuperated as images that refer to other images within the text
in order to construct a pictorial metaphor for the thematics of the verbal narrative.’112
In The Emigrants, images and narrative motifs are repeated within each story and across
the four stories, thus multiplying possible intertextual correlations. Apart from the obvious
structural similarities between photographs of architectural exteriors and interiors, the form of
the yew tree at the beginning of ‘Dr Henry Selwyn’ reappears in ‘Max Ferber’ in the guise of
Gustave Courbet’s Oak of Vercingetorix (1864) (page 180), and as a passing reference to Yew
Tree Road in a list of streets the narrator traverses after his last meeting with Ferber (page 231).
The yew tree, Taxus baccata, commonly known as ‘the tree of the dead’,113 is said to thrive on
the bodies of corpses and can be read as an intimation of death and of final farewell. The derelict
gravestones sheltered by the yew in ‘Dr Henry Selwyn’ likewise reappear in the ‘wilderness of
graves’114 of the Jewish Cemetery in Bad Kissingen, which is visited by the narrator during his
search for Max Ferber’s antecedents.
An alpine motif is introduced in ‘Dr Henry Selwyn’ with the story (related by Dr
Selwyn) of Johannes Naegeli and the photograph of a glacier on page 14. On page 16, a
photograph of Vladimir Nabokov in shorts and carrying a butterfly net, standing on the crest of
a mountain range, is said (by the narrator) to resemble Dr Selwyn down to the smallest detail.
In ‘Paul Bereyter’ a significant portion of the narrative is related through Bereyter’s
friend Lucy Landau. She recalls that she was reading Nabokov’s autobiography when she first
met Paul in Salins-les-Bains in the French Jura, and that Paul felt obliged to tell her almost
immediately of his recent suicide attempt. The alpine motif is repeated soon after in the
photograph of Helen Hollaender (page 48) seated in an alpine field surrounded by distant
mountains. The following sequence of idyllic photographs of Paul and Helen represents the
collapse of Bereyter’s dreams of a ‘wonderful future.’115 Helen and her mother were deported
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to Theresienstadt and presumably murdered. Bereyter’s failure to prevent their transportation
and his consequent guilt (survivor guilt) account, in part, for his physical and mental collapse.
The mountaineering motif continues in ‘Max Ferber’ with one of the few surviving
photographs of Ferber’s father on the ski slopes of Lenggries (page 186). The photograph is
inserted immediately after Ferber’s description of his father’s condition after six weeks in
Dachau: ‘he came home, distinctly thinner and with his hair cropped short […] he said not a
word about what he had seen and experienced.’116 In Sebald’s scheme, the mountains, despite
their Elysian associations, represent tragedy and impending doom. Incidentally, Ferber
mentions that his father enjoyed the films of Luis Trenker (page 185), mountaineer and
filmmaker, whose heroic and nationalistic films the Nazis attempted to appropriate for
propaganda purposes. Unlike Leni Riefenstahl, Trenker refused to collaborate and left Germany
in 1940.117 In pose and demeanour, the photograph of Ferber’s father is a mirror image of the
earlier photograph of Nabokov.
A Nabokov-type reappears in ‘Ambros Adelwarth’ as a comic figure, a middle-aged man
‘holding a white net on a pole in front of him and occasionally taking curious jumps.’118 ‘The
butterfly man’119 is seen as a sign of Adelwarth’s recovery. In Max Ferber’s recollections ‘the
butterfly man’ reappears during his one return journey to Montreux. Despite his increasing
anxiety, he decides to scale Le Grammont. After an exhausting climb to the summit, he
experiences an irresistible urge to jump and might have done so were it not for the miraculous
appearance of ‘a man of about sixty […] carrying a large white gauze butterfly net [who] said,
in an English voice that was refined but quite unplaceable, that it was time to be thinking of
going down.’120 This version of the Nabokov trope saves the subject from suicide.
In the memoirs of Louisa Lanzberg, Ferber’s mother, Nabokov appears again as one of
‘two very refined Russian gentlemen, one of whom (who looked particularly majestic) was
speaking seriously to a boy of about ten who had been chasing butterflies.’121 The Russian boy
is seen as ‘a messenger of joy.’122 By the end of page 214, however, joy has turned into tragedy.
Louisa’s first love dies unexpectedly. She feels as if she has never recovered despite going on
to marry Ferber’s father. In their essay ‘True Fictions and Fictional Truths’, Feiereisen and Pope
speculate that, as a successful émigré and citizen of the world, Nabokov ‘becomes the symbol
116
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for the possibility of life after exile.’123 An elusive fifth ‘exile’ in The Emigrants, Nabokov
represents the glimmer of hope; the antidote to overwhelming despair. From these few
examples, it can be inferred that, as a whole, the photographs in The Emigrants, address the
same thematic concerns that permeate the narrative. Photographs that initially appear arbitrary,
opaque, or tangential to the surrounding text make sense cumulatively and symbolically,
elucidating the thematics of the text.
In ‘An Attempt at Restitution’, Sebald describes his first visit to Stuttgart and the home
of painter Jan Peter Tripp, with whom he had been at school. He was immediately impressed
with the artist’s work and credits Tripp’s engravings for informing his ‘method of procedure: in
adhering to an exact historical perspective, in patiently engraving and linking together
apparently disparate things in the manner of a still-life.’ 124 Sebald asks himself ‘what the
invisible connections that determine our lives are,’125 and why he can’t excise episodes from
World War II and more contemporary zones of devastation from his mind. Later, Sebald asks,
‘À quoi bon la littérature?’126 What good is literature? He answers: to remember the injustices
of history and those on whom those injustices were inflicted; to ‘teach us to understand that
some strange connections cannot be explained by causal logic’127; that only in literature ‘can
there be an attempt at restitution over and above the mere recital of facts, and over and above
scholarship.’128

In this chapter, I have discussed how images mediate coincidence and generate seemingly
arbitrary connections; that the ‘dialogue between images and text […]; the fragmentation,
splicing, blurring of images; even their occasional insigniﬁcance, […] play a role in the very
tactile experience of “reading” a Sebald text.’129 I have utilised the complex interface been the
images and text of The Emigrants to elucidate the correlation between the story of my parents’
lives and my creative practice.
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In the next chapter, ‘Imaging the Past: Photographs as Memento, Memorial, and
Mnemonic Device’, I will elaborate on those correlations in terms of the narrative power of
images, the degree to which images are limited by their intrinsic content, how that content is
effected by the surrounding text, and the interpretation that may be given those sections of an
image-text from which images are absent. I will discuss the utilisation of family photographs in
‘Summerlands’ and the ‘Paul Bereyter’ section of The Emigrants in terms of the appropriation
of texts, identities, and images.
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Imaging the Past: Photographs as Memento, Memorial, and Mnemonic Device

Photographs state the innocence, the vulnerability of lives heading toward their own
destruction and this link between photography and death haunts all photos of people.130
—Susan Sontag
For survivors who have been separated and exiled from a ravaged world, memory is
necessarily an act not only of recall but also of mourning often tempered by anger, rage, and
despair.131
—Marianne Hirsch

None of us can ever know the world of our parents. I can postulate that the impetus behind the
fictional imagination is fuelled in major part by the desire to know the world as it looked and
felt before my birth. How much more ambivalent is this curiosity for the children of survivors,
exiled from a world that has ceased to exist; that has been violently erased. I propose that ours
is a different desire, at once more powerful and more conflicted: the need not only to feel and
to know, but also to re-remember, rebuild, repair, and restore that lost world.
The restoration of memories generated by photographs and their inclusion in a fictional
narrative is a challenge for the analysis of image-texts. Horstkotte and Pedri describe the duality
inherent in photographic interventions as follows.
In a paradoxical movement, photographs, when taken out of their original contexts
and included in a fictional narrative, become fictional themselves. Inversely, the
narrative is ostensibly turned toward the real (i.e., it is substantiated). Analyses of
photography in fiction thus needs to distinguish carefully between photography’s
evidentiary moment and the photograph’s function within a literary narrative.132
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In the photograph on the left, my mother is not on the boat, but my mother is there. She
remembered the day on the beach with friends (Is it Juodkrantė? Nida? Palanga? I no longer
remember); perhaps she was the photographer, it hardly matters. The boat is the image of
instability: the girl balancing in the bow; the rope tethering the boat to something outside the
picture frame, a tenuous anchor. The photograph is prophetic: the girls herded together; the
girls looking down, away, not at each other, thinking their own thoughts. The photograph
represents the journey to come, from which there will be no return for these girls who will never
see each other again. The photograph exudes melancholy; the landscape devoid of detail except
for the barely discernible ruffle of waves and the jut of wooded cliffs on the right, a hump that
echoes the shape of the lonesome boat. The shadows cast by the girls have the appearance of
beaked sentinels set on a stone slab, totemic gravestones, or the predatory creatures dogging
their future.
This photograph is the one that sparked the original narrative of ‘Summerlands’, an
ambiguous image that touches me in ways I can hardly describe. But instead of beginning the
text of ‘Summerlands’ with the photograph of the girls in the boat, I chose to superimpose a
detail of the girl standing with her arms held out onto the image of another beach, an Australian
beach – not Phillip Island, but which stands in for Phillip Island – also devoid of detail except
for a figure standing alone and looking out to sea; a compositional inversion of the girls in the
boat. And over it, a giant figure, a representation of Neringa, the female giant of Lithuanian
folklore, who created the dunes of the Curonian spit to protect the local peoples. Although the
benign role of Neringa is not spelled out in the novel’s text, the superimposed photograph aims
to create a sense of isolation and of a looming presence, a shadow of the past that is always
present in the thoughts of the characters in ‘Summerlands’. My aim in withholding the complete
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photograph of the boat until the end of the novel is so that it will come as a revelation and a
fitting epitaph.

Though this dissertation presents only a limited selection of examples of photography in fiction,
I contend that photographs within literary texts can serve a wide range of functions, ‘from aidemémoire to constructive force, from documentary evidence to critical idiom.’ 133 Marianne
Hirsch has stated that ‘photographs can be the symbols of constraint and imprisonment in an
unacceptable past, or the blocks for rebuilding a lost world. They typically mediate the losses
of cultural displacement as well as the dislocations of adolescence.’ 134 Most obviously, in the
chapters of ‘Summerlands’ that deal with the early life and wartime experiences of Jūratė’s
father Saulius – ‘The Farmer’s Son’, ‘The Story of Vladas’, ‘The Farmer’s Daughter’ – the
abundance of photos in the family’s collection are a poor substitute for the losses in Saulius’s
life. The photographs cannot compensate for the people and the connections he has lost.
The inclusion of family photographs in ‘Summerlands’ demonstrates both their
narrative power and their limitations. There is nothing in the photographs themselves that
reveals the complex history of a family; the photographs attest only to the certainty of loss. The
photographs themselves are extraordinary survivors of a time of upheaval, another subject they
do not directly address. They speak of a lost time but not of the dangers of that imperilled time,
rarely of historic moments, and only allude to the relationship struggles within the family. That
these are personal photographs is less significant than their translation into fiction.
133
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‘Summerlands’ explores the role photographs play in familial history, carrying not only their
intrinsic meaning (a photograph of a moment in time) but the value endowed to them by loss
or absence. The Šaltauskas family history is elucidated through their photographs and through
their words and thoughts. Although the internal monologues shift from character to character
and the narrative continues predominantly in the third person, the overriding point of view is
that of the teenage daughter Jūratė. Her role in the novel is to unravel and understand the
contradictions inherent in her parents’ narratives. Photographs become an epistemological tool
in her search for ‘understanding’, and in interpreting the nonverbal relationships between family
members: exchanged looks of silent agreement or disagreement; repressed screams; unspoken
criticisms and desires. Photographs act as affirmations of both the memory of the survivors and
the postmemory of their daughter. They become the lieux de mémoire, the sites of
remembrance; for the family, their link to an unbearable past, to the pain of loss, and to the loss
of joy, of joie de vivre. They are literally fragments, and also symbolic of fragmentation. The
narrative is fabricated from these fragments.
What Jūratė does not perceive is that she has translated her inability to understand into
a lack in herself. Her face is intentionally absent from the photographs. She is, after all, the
character who is attempting to find her ‘face’, by which I mean she is attempting to discover an
identity differentiated from her complex family. What the reader sees is what she sees and
examines: her own features embedded in multiple images of her grandmother, mother, and
father; images from which she is trying to construct a semblance of self. At most, the reader
sees her back view; the Australian child plaited into a simulacrum of her Lithuanian forebears,
or a Billy Bunterish, bibbed presence imprisoned between her two ‘mothers’.
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If family photographs can be said to ‘construct the girl’135, as Hirsch proposes, then Jūratė’s
absence can be explained by the nature of her search. By overlaying their ghosts on her face,
she is attempting to find herself within the familial framework, but the transition into adulthood
demands a repudiation of childhood experiences, relationships, and maternal attachments. The
break from childhood to adulthood, the transitional phase of adolescence, involves an act of
erasure in which photographs play a central role. As much as Jūratė is looking for her likeness
in photographs of her parents, she is also trying to escape from their overwhelming familial
gaze. Jūratė’s struggle is between loyalty to what the photographs represent and a differentiated
self. My manipulation of the actual photographs is tantamount to an ‘act of erasure’ that
reinvents familial subjective identities and allows for a multiplicity of unfolding conjunctions.
My decision to include black-and-white photographs almost exclusively from the period before
Jūratė’s birth is another form of erasure indicative of that character’s subjugated identity.
The image should tell a story, but few image-texts boast what I would label ‘essential
images.’ By that, I mean images that are not only evocative and aesthetically captivating but
whose ambiguity demands a multiplicity of readings. The text surrounding the image succeeds
if it can assist in seeing beyond the image. Text and image should assist each other, even in
contrariness. In the previous two chapters, I discussed the role images play in the narrative
construction of the first and last parts of Sebald’s The Emigrants, ‘Dr Henry Selwyn’ and ‘Max
Ferber’ respectively. As Horstkotte notes, although ‘some of Sebald’s characters have real-life
counterparts […] the collection as a whole constitutes a tight mix of fact and fiction, presenting
“real” photographs in “fake” contexts which preclude easy juxtapositions of the fictional and
the nonfictional.’136
‘Paul Bereyter’, the second part of The Emigrants, begins with the epigraph ‘There is a
mist that no eye can dispel’137, and with an indistinct photograph, another form of epigraph.
Bereyter is described as short-sighted; what he sees is blurred, ‘smudged,’138 like memories
dissolving in the fog of the past. This seemingly innocuous photograph of a railway track that
curves violently off into distant wooded hills, reminds the reader of other journeys into exile –
Selwyn’s, Ferber’s, Austerlitz’s – and is a direct reference to Bereyter’s suicide with which his
story begins. On the same page, the narrator alludes to the fact that Bereyter was prevented
from teaching during Third Reich. The photograph of the railway tracks immediately takes on
135
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greater significance – a reminder of the tracks that took millions of Jews and other
Untermenschen to their deaths in Nazi concentration camps – and I realise why the composition
of that photograph looks so familiar. I am reminded of the recurring images of train tracks in
the art of Anselm Kiefer, another non-Jewish German of the haunted Nachgeborene generation
(Kiefer was born in 1945), who attempts to reconcile the anxieties of German history through
his creative practice. According to art historian Daniel Arasse, ‘Kiefer proceeds as if he were
constructing memories of (and with) things he himself cannot remember. He appropriates
objects, texts and images – the only “recollections” available to him – and integrates them into
other settings, which he then uses to create works that eventually come to constitute a personal
memory of the Third Reich and his own German heritage’139; a claim that might also be made
of Sebald’s image-texts.
The leitmotif of twinned tracks disappearing into the far horizon appears in Kiefer’s
artists’ book series The Cauterisation of the Rural District of Buchen (1975), a title that recalls
the Buchenwald concentration camp, and in Siegfried’s Difficult Way to Brunhilde (1977).140
Kiefer’s reference to the third part of Richard Wagner’s opera Der Ring des Nibelungen, in
which Siegfried must go through the ring of fire to reach Brunhilde, is as an ironic allusion to
the irremediable fires of the Nazi crematoria. In those early books, original photographs
eventually disappear under layers of ferrous oxide, linseed oil, acrylic, and emulsion, an erasure
not dissimilar to Sebald’s reiteration of smudged vision and blurred memories. In later
iterations, photographs of the railway tracks are embedded in iron sheets (Siegfried’s Difficult
Way to Brunhilde, 1991) or reconfigured as oils on canvas (Siegfried’s Difficult Way to
Brunhilde, 1993). 141 However, the painting that bears an uncanny resemblance to Sebald’s
photograph and the story of Bereyter’s suicide is Kiefer’s I Have Seen the Land of the Fog, I
Have Eaten the Heart of the Fog (1997). 142 This almost monochromatic, impasto painting
shows a figure (probably male) lying prone in the foreground before (or under) a linear
recession of railway sleepers (or a stairway), a ladder of lines leading nowhere, merging into
the surrounding fog. The title is taken from the last lines of ‘The Land of Fog’ by Ingeborg
Bachmann (1926-1973), an Austrian poet and novelist who bore the guilt of growing up in a
Nazi family. My memories of artworks tangentially related to Sebald’s photograph aims to
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demonstrate the degree to which photographs (and text) are dependent on, and informed by, the
reader’s personal history and cultural background.
The narrator of The Emigrants knows little of Paul Bereyter’s history. To avoid setting
down an inventory of imaginary scenarios (which he does anyway), the narrator decides to
record what he does remember of the Bereyter who became his beloved third-grade teacher.
Bereyter’s story thus becomes the story of the narrator’s childhood. The following pages, from
28 to 45, are the least dominated by images and include only a seating plan of the classroom
(page 33) and a photograph of a class outing (page 39). Photographs return on page 46, only
after the narrative has passed from the narrator’s personal memories to the memories of a Mme
Lucy Landau, who was Bereyter’s companion in France in the 1970s. She possesses a
photograph album that documents most of Bereyter’s early life. In a classic Sebaldian moment,
the narrator pours over the album ‘as if the dead were coming back to life, or as if we were on
the point of joining them.’143 Finally, on page 50, what has been inferred is made clear: Bereyter
was quarter Jewish, not Jewish enough to send him to the gas chambers, not enough to exempt
him from military service, but enough to suspend him from teaching. After page 59, when, in
1982, Bereyter’s eyesight seriously deteriorates, images once again disappear from the text, as
if in emulation of his condition: ‘Soon all he could see were fragmented or shattered images.’144
The final image is a pen and ink drawing of the plan of a railyard, captioned with the
inscription ‘So ist es seit dem 4.10.1949’145 (‘It has been like this since 4 October 1949’). Other
than being four years after the European cessation of the World War II and three days before
the creation of East Germany, I am unaware of the caption’s significance. The railyard drawing,
however, returns the reader to Bereyter’s obsession with ‘timetables and directories, all the
logistics of railways.’146 The map represents the location of Bereyter’s traumatic memories, and
precipitates the reader’s realisation that ‘the innocent meaning of Paul’s uncle’s expression, end
up on the railways’147 is filled with foreboding. Of the four stories in The Emigrants, it is ‘Paul
Bereyter’ that best exemplifies the relationship between the flow of textual narrative and the
interrupted flow of images; that relates images directly to the source of the narrative.
‘Postmemory’ describes the effect of mediated memories and the degree to which the
children of survivors are shaped by the losses of their parents and their own ambivalence to
mourning their parents’ ghosts and shadows. In her memoir Lost in Translation, Eva Hoffman
143
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relates ‘the story of children who came from the war, and who couldn’t make sufficient sense
of the several worlds they grew up in […] children too overshadowed by our parents’ stories,
and without enough sympathy for ourselves, for the serious dilemmas of our own lives, and
who thereby couldn’t live up to our parents’ desire – amazing in its strength – to create new life
and to bestow on us a new world.’148 Hirsch elaborates on Hoffmann’s statement.
Second generation fiction, art, memoir, and testimony are shaped by the attempt
to represent the long-term effects of living in close proximity to the pain,
depression, and dissociation of persons who have witnessed and survived massive
historical trauma. They are shaped by the child’s confusion and responsibility, by
the desire to repair, and by the consciousness that the child’s own existence may
well be a form of compensation for unspeakable loss.’149
I recognise myself in those well-trained, self-censoring children whose paltry experience of
peacetime can never match the horror and drama of their parents’ lives. I would argue that postgeneration writers and artists are also motivated by a desire for verification and
acknowledgement that their own histories have value independent of the past. This is the task
allotted to Jūratė, the daughter in ‘Summerlands’: to both acknowledge the power of the past
and to extricate herself from its overwhelming influence.
I have chosen not to caption the photographs I intersperse here or between sections of
‘Summerlands’. By manipulating the images to further reduce their specificity, I submit that
the anonymity of the images increases their generality, thus making the image relatable to the
imaginary every-person reader. The aim of the images is to represent emotions that are too
complex to be verbalised or written. For Sebald black-and-white photographs, ‘or rather the
grey zones in the black-and-white photograph, stand for this territory that is located between
life and death.’150 I use black-and-white photographs mainly from the first half of the twentieth
century because photographs of this period best embody a double poignancy: faces full of
promise and faces looking forward to a future they will never experience. ‘Period’ photographs
can also be said to be inherently universal, that is, relatable without specific knowledge of, or
relationship to, the subject of the photograph. The viewer’s reading of historical photographs
often elicits an identification based on familiarity with a similar subject from their own archive.
The viewer may then entertain sorrow, regret, and sympathy, the emotions of mourning, without
148
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being overwhelmed by personal grief.
Croatian writer Daša Drndić’s account of her process – ‘I use ﬁction and faction –
transcripts, photographs, documents and I twist them. I enjoy myself, twisting these realities.’151
– can be applied to my deliberately superimposed and inserted images which, while relating to
the text, are not ‘real’ representations of the places mentioned. In ‘Summerlands’, for example,
the two photographs superimposed to create a ghostly image of a family floating above a
farmhouse in the chapter ‘The Story of Vilius’, are actually of an interior of my mother’s home
in Klaipėda in 1931 and my father’s family farm in Višeikiai in 1922, locations approximately
200 km distant from each other. My composite photograph is a fictional version of reality; a
semiotic truth pertaining only to the narrative. It is meant as a remnant, the spectral indicator
of a life once lived; it connects first- and second-generation remembrance; memory and
postmemory. My composite both affirms a previous existence and signals the unbridgeable
distance from that past life. It may also evoke the floating figures in the paintings of BelarusianJewish artist Marc Chagall, who expressed the duality of exilic experience by juxtaposing
memories of his home village with the patterns of his present life.

Whilst Sebald uses images both as a verification of reality, and as poetic intervals which
encourage the reconfiguration of reality, the aim of my altered photographs is to embody the
unreliability of memory by overlapping images from disparate locations and periods; to defy
time and space, and bring into question the credibility of documentary evidence in conflicting
narratives.
The Emigrants is heavily loaded with photographs, images of varying sizes that provide
documentary ‘proof’ and that interrogate and complement the text. Particularly in Austerlitz,
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the aestheticizing tendencies of photography are utilised to facilitate memorialisation and to
represent Austerlitz’s emotional state. Of his journey to Marienbad, Austerlitz says, ‘I felt that
the decrepit state of these once magnificent buildings, with their broken gutters, walls blackened
by rainwater, crumbling plaster revealing the coarse masonry beneath it, windows boarded up
or clad with corrugated iron, precisely reflected my own state of mind.152 Daša Drndić takes a
different approach. In her novel Trieste (2012), images are purely documentary, far less
abundant than Sebald’s, and generally quite small; details are difficult to decipher. The first
photograph in Trieste (page 20) is a forty-two-millimetre-high picture of twenty-centimetrehigh inscribed vases that commemorate the battle of Gorizia. The image sits tightly wrapped
by text. On the previous page, Drndić has described the collection of war memorabilia: ‘They
are rare, so their value is rising. Collectors pay €50 and more for one [medal]. Precisely as much
as a forgotten life is worth.’ 153 She introduces the picture of the vases with ‘Here:/ This is for
the sake of remembrance.’154 There are few photographs in Trieste that are larger than 50 x 50
centimetres and few that are given a surrounding space of white page. Drndić introduces
photographs with ‘At the time he looks like this’155 or ‘Here it is, she says,’156 or she makes a
direct reference to the photograph in the text. Several are captioned as if for emphasis (pages
120 and 211). There is no confusion as to what the images represent, but there is a rhythm to
how the images are presented. They are truly embedded in the text, a part of the text rather than
insertions, thus, when images are given space, it signals their importance and constitutes a pause
in the narrative. The scarcity of the images and an illegibility that demands the reader’s careful
attention adds to their visual power. But that is not Drndić’s only divergence from the Sebaldian
model. Drndić’s photographs serve to authenticate the text, to verify the claims of history, and
to prevent those historical truths from being disputed or forgotten. What Sebald and Drndić do
share are their recurring themes, though Sebald approaches those themes obliquely and Drndić
directly: the concern with ‘blotted’ 157 memories; the overlooked or deliberately ignored
complicity of their respective countrymen in the Holocaust; the vain desire to escape the past;
the ‘self-awareness [that] leads to self-destruction.’158 Trieste is patently a bricolage of personal
testimony, transcripts, historical facts, photographs, memorabilia, lengthy footnotes, and lists
of the deported, the murdered, and the perpetrators of torture and genocide, woven together in
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the narrative of Haja Tedeschi, the character searching for resolution, as if a reconciliation in
the present might bring release from the past.
Slovenian writer Dušan Šarotar’s blend of fiction, history, journalism, and photography
(Panorama, 2016) has also been compared to Sebald. In the afterword to Panorama, Stephen
Watts calls Šarotar’s circuitous narrative a form of ‘broken weave.’159 Šarotar also incorporates
the stories of numerous ‘guides’, introduced into the text with the ubiquitous Sebaldian ‘he
said’, ‘she said’. Panorama begins in Galway, where Šarotar meets Gjini, an Albanian refugee,
who becomes his driver. It is worth noting that Slovenes’ stereotypical response to Albanian
Muslims is (or was) a mingling of forbearance and hostility to a culturally opaque ethnic
minority. Later in the journey from west to east, Gjini reappears as a journalist in Ghent and is
the conduit through whom Šarotar is privy to other migrants’ stories. Like Sebald’s narrators,
the narrator of Panorama is a wanderer through landscape but, unlike Sebald, he is also an
active participant, patently the author. His quest is personal – as are the relationships he
particularises – a search for that illusive ‘home’, the home John Berger calls ‘the return to where
distance did not yet count,’160 a definition I find especially poignant. In Panorama, Šarotar
describes himself as ‘a person who with some effort and for his own survival was merely
concealing his homesickness, swallowing his anger, the disappointment and despair of the
refugee, which were still mixed with will, with determination for a new beginning, and with
inconsolable nostalgia.’ 161 This statement exemplifies the catastrophic disjunct between
external achievement – the cliché of the migrant success story – and internal distress. Almost
eighty years earlier, novelist Irmgard Keun fled Germany with her Jewish lover Joseph Roth
after her books were banned by the Nazis. Her description of the life of an émigré in After
Midnight (1937), the novel she wrote in exile, stands as another testament to what Berger calls
‘the quintessential experience of our time.’162
You’re a poor emigrant. You’ll find another country is smooth and hard as a
chestnut shell. You become a trial to yourself and a burden to others. For the roofs
that you see are not built for you. The bread that you smell is not baked for you.
And the speech that you hear is not spoken for you.163
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In ‘Summerlands’, it is Jūratė’s mother Rasa who voices the desperation of the Displaced
Person: the loss of home and the possessions that defined you; the loss of your place in society,
your language and, worst of all, the loss of family. And after all that, you are made stateless,
without national identity. You feel you have no rightful place in the world; you are a nonperson, dispossessed, without status, with no connection to the social order. You cannot
communicate fluently. Historian Mark Mazower calls the effect of being uprooted, removed,
or separated from one’s accustomed environment and culture ‘deracination’, a word that
‘scarcely begins to convey the psychological, and emotional strains that exile and emigration
impose on those who have undergone it,’164 and something from which the émigré may never
recover.
Like Sebald’s image-texts, Panorama is a meditation on time, memory, loss, and war,
in Šarotar’s case the Bosnian conflicts but, unlike Sebald’s, his photographs are intentionally
‘scenic, photogenic,’165 and, in that context, can be viewed as apt accompaniment to his selfconsciously lyrical text. Šarotar is also a photographer and filmmaker, and it occurs to me by
page 64 of Panorama, that his moody images would work well stitched into a moving film,
something like Chris Marker’s La Jetée (1962), with extracts from the text read in solemn
voiceover. My response to Šarotar’s atmospheric photographs with their decayed frames is
ambivalent. The framing, added without distinction to both sombre landscapes and jovial
portraits, seems an unnecessary conceit. Šarotar’s first photographic double-page spread (pages
20-21), for example, comes after a lengthy description of the scene (page 18): a sea bath and
ruined diving tower that remind him of a site of childhood terror, where he was forced to dive
from just such a concrete tower into an Olympic-sized swimming pool. The photograph
combines aspects of Romanticism with the formal qualities of Neoclassical painting, evocative
of a decaying grandeur that bears comparison to the etchings of Roman ruins by Giovanni
Battista Piranesi (1720-78). 166 The image, coming after a particularly detailed written
description, appears more nostalgic than terrifying and can be read as a representation of exilic
dichotomy. The repetition of similar photographs and their attendant descriptions, however,
tends to dilute their dramatic efficacy and narrative power to engage the reader.
Although I contend that most of Šarotar’s photographs are extraneous illustrations of
descriptions already present in the text, another early example (page 32) does offer more than
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the text indicates. In his description of Clifden, Šarotar says, ‘I had the feeling that there was
nothing left here but ghost and stories, hidden, wrapped in the silence of the houses, buried in
the graves, lurking trapped in books, washed away by floods, swallowed by mighty nature,
which was slowly and inexorably taking everything culture had ever made.’167 As if this is not
enough to recall Sebald’s preoccupation with the inexorable cycle of death and decay, Šarotar’s
photograph of Clifden’s railway station includes the sign ‘LADIES WAITING ROOM’, an
allusion to Austerlitz and Sebald’s disused Ladies’ Waiting Room at Liverpool Street Station;
the waiting room that triggers Austerlitz’s long repressed memories of childhood and his arrival
in England on a Kindertransport. Šarotar’s description of Clifden is a homage to Austerlitz’s
moment of revelation.
The waiting room where I stood as if dazzled contained all the hours of my past
life, all the suppressed and extinguished fears and wishes I had ever entertained,
as if the black and white diamond pattern of the stone slabs beneath my feet were
the board on which the endgame would be played, and it covered the entire plane
of time.’168
At least one reviewer has disagreed with my assessment of Šarotar’s photographic evocations:
Andrew Singer described them as the ‘book’s main achievement.’169 James Elkins has said that
‘despite a tremendous rhetoric about the emancipation of the image, its capacity to theorise, its
poor, its deep interactions with the text, contemporary art scholars […] continue to write as if
images did not, in fact, need to contribute anything except exemplification or validation of
claims made in the text.’ 170 Even as I criticise Šarotar’s photographs for appearing overly
aestheticised, I realise this criticism might equally be levelled at the photographs embedded in
‘Summerlands’. The photograph I chose for the cover image of ‘Summerlands’, for example,
shows a bucolic beach scene from above: women lazing by the rockpools; a man practising
handstands in the sand. The reader will assume after a few pages that this is a Phillip Island
scene; that the title refers to an idyllic ‘summer land’. Later they will begin to understand the
irony of the title and, perhaps, realise that Phillip Island represents the larger island of Australia
and the isolation of islands, whether from mainland or homeland, and the alienation experienced
167
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by characters who are as untethered from themselves and each other as an island, and for whom
living in the present is a betrayal of the past. As photographs in ‘Summerlands’ aim to broaden
the nature and extent of the information that is communicated in the text, would it help the
reader to know where this or that scene is actually located or is it better to allow the reader to
draw their own conclusions? I propose that it is both more challenging and more stimulating to
maintain the ambiguity of the image; to allow the mind to wander, whether it’s over dunes
following footsteps soon erased by waves or winds, or to words that excavate and reveal what
once lay buried.
In Austerlitz, the rhythmic shift between images and text is exemplified in the section
of narrative that deals with Austerlitz’s journey through the Bohemian countryside to Terezín.
From the railway station in Lovosice, Austerlitz sets off on foot for Terezín and arrives to find
the town deserted except for a mentally disturbed man. ‘I felt as if I had been travelling for
weeks, going further and further back in time,’171 says Austerlitz. The buildings look desolate;
their silent façades, forbidding. Between pages 187 and 197, Sebald inserts a significant block
of images before resuming the narrative without images; a block of text that represents
Austerlitz’s inability to take in any further information. The first of the Terezín photographs
shows the crumbling façade and overgrown walls of the old garrison (page 188). On the facing
page is an empty street with a shop sign that reads ‘IDEÁL’, a word that has the same ironic
connotation in Czech, German, and English. Overleaf, the row of numbered, dented rubbish
bins under a barred window recalls photographs of Jewish victims entering Theresienstadt
under the ubiquitous Nazi injunction ‘ARBEIT MACHT FREI’. Austerlitz finds the doors and
windows of Terezín ‘uncanny […] all of them […] obstructing access to a darkness never yet
penetrated.’172 The next three pages are filled with photographs cropped to emulate the shape
of closed doorways or bolted keyholes. The last of these – what looks like a heavy iron door on
rails – bears a striking resemblance to the door of a gas chamber. On page 190, the narrative
breaks off mid-sentence and resumes (not without flipping back through the pages to remind
oneself of the context) on page 194. In his essay ‘Photographs, Images, and the Space of
Literature in Sebald’s Prose’, John Sears says that the displacement of the written ‘fragments
the eloquent, fluid narration of journeys in time and space and replaces it with a series of images
of the silent and static configurations of temporal and spatial memory.’173 I suggest that this
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significant rupture in the text also represents the silence of disbelief in the face of
incomprehensible horror, the painful silence of absent family members, and recalls, from the
first chapter of this dissertation, the silence of Adorno’s dictum ‘to write poetry after Auschwitz
is barbaric.’174 The last three Terezín images depict the windows of an antiques bazaar (pp.
194-97). Austerlitz continues to stare at the displayed objects, ‘as if one of them or their
relationship with each other must provide an unequivocal answer to the many questions I found
it impossible to ask in my mind.’175 There follows a page-long list of the objects whose meaning
and secrets Austerlitz attempts to decipher; questions that dislodge the pertinent question
behind his self-imposed quest: What is the truth of his past?
In a catalogue essay from the exhibition ‘All that Fall’ at the National Portrait Gallery
of Australia (2015), Raimond Gaita reflects on the aftermath of World War I and quotes Simone
Weil: ‘prolonged sorrow is a form of madness.’176 What Weil meant by this is exemplified by
Austerlitz’s story and that of each character in The Emigrants. The lack of resolution (for
Austerlitz) or death (in The Emigrants) is confirmation of the madness of sorrow; of the
impossibility of redemption in the face of irreconcilable loss. J.J. Long uses the metaphor of
‘suturing’ to describe Sebald’s attempt to compensate for the loss and displacement of his
characters by immersing himself in and constructing a continuous narrative from the fragments
of their shattered lives. He concludes that the repetitive patterns of motifs and photographs in
The Emigrants can be seen as ‘an attempt, at the level of form, to counter the dispersal,
dissipation, and rupture inherent in the historical process’177; that for Sebald ‘it is only through
such aesthetic strategies that history can possibly be redeemed.’178

In this chapter, I have discussed how the photographs in Sebald’s image-texts that ostensibly
serve to verify reality, actually signify the irreconcilability of past and present, and mediate the
sorrow from which there is no recovery; for Sebald’s characters, that there is little consolation
in remembering or revisiting the past. That this is an accurate representation of the deleterious
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role memory plays in the lives of survivors does not signify that there is no resolution for the
heirs to those memories. For the generation of creative practitioners who are concerned with
the representation of postmemory, there is the possibility of redemption through the
acknowledgement of past trauma and historical injustice, and the memorialisation of the
irreconcilable past. In the following conclusion, I will recapitulate the assertions made in the
preceding three chapters and end on an elaboration of the idea of sorrow as ‘a never-ending
tale.’179
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Conclusion

The story lasts as long as the past, forever.180
—Daša Drndic
In my beginning is my end.181
—T.S. Eliot

This dissertation has analysed examples of photographic insertions in W.G. Sebald’s imagetexts and the use of photographic interventions in the texts of Bram Presser, Josephine Wilson,
Daša Drndic, and Dušan Šarotar. The analysis has been contingent on intrusions of the personal
– writing from personal experience, repurposing the concepts and experiences of others, and

assembling a cohesive narrative from fragments – to elucidate the mediating role of images in
the construction of memories and postmemories, and in the multiplication of written and visual
connections external to the text.
In the introduction, I alluded to the structural significance of typographic decisionmaking and, by extension, of photographic interpolations. In the previous chapter, I stated that
my reason for not captioning photographs was to reduce their specificity. I also maintain that
captions disrupt the narrative, not necessarily in ways intended by the author. As James Elkins
puts it, ‘clearing [captions] away helps focus a reader’s attention on what the pictures are
doing.’182
In ‘Museums of Memory: Reflections on Belonging’, I enacted the displacement
experienced by second generation Australians and highlighted the disjunct between the culture
of origin and the adopted culture. By drawing parallels between W.G. Sebald’s Austerlitz, the
‘Max Ferber’ chapter of The Emigrants, and ‘Summerlands’, I elucidated the processes of
erasure/forgetting and excavation/seeking; of remembering and bearing witness. I laid
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particular emphasis on the role nostalgia plays in the immigrant’s life – the ‘longing for home
that no longer exists or most likely, has never existed.’183 – and the impossibility of making any
ostensible return journey. Scholar Svetlana Boym reiterates Sebald’s assertion that ‘the literal
is less truthful than the literary’ and, regarding the difference between memory and reality, that
‘a return home does not involve only a journey in space, but also an adventure in time.’184
Sebald inserted pictures in order to lend ‘an air of legitimacy’ to his text, going so far as to
assert the primacy of image over word: ‘We all tend to believe in pictures more than we do in
letters.’185 Both images and words can record a fictive reality and transform the way we see;
perhaps, the way we read. As Susan Sontag asserted, ‘photographs have become the norm for
the way things appear to us, thereby changing the very idea of reality, and of realism.’186 The
last sequence of photographs in Austerlitz are two of the Gare d’Austerlitz, where Austerlitz
has a vision of his father escaping Paris ‘soon after the Germans entered the city’ 187 ; an
Ashkenazi cemetery in Bishopsgate, London, which Austerlitz describes as ‘fairy tale’188; and
a strange photograph of ‘fire walls, ventilation chimneys, and flat roofs separated from each
other by barbed wire’189 that the narrator sees from a hotel window in Antwerp, and that looks
more like a picture of a prison yard. Each of these images marks a return to the locations at the
beginning of Austerlitz, and symbolises death, resurrection, and the hoped-for restoration of an
unattainable past. Austerlitz ends with the narrator’s account of a book given to him by
Austerlitz; another account of a search for lost family. The author Dan Jacobsen grew up in
Kimberley, South Africa, to which his family had emigrated in the 1920s, thus escaping the fate
of other Jewish families in Lithuania during World War II. Jacobsen describes the nearby
diamond mines as the dividing line between ordinary life and ‘its unimaginable opposite… The
chasm into which no light could penetrate was [his] image of the vanished past of his family
and his people which […] can never be brought up from those depths again.’190 In Jacobsen’s
journey through Lithuania, he finds scarcely any trace of his ancestors, only signs of
annihilation. In ‘Summerlands’, witnessing that annihilation of his past is what Saulius fears
most in a return to his homeland. Jacobsen tells of the fortresses built by Russians in the
nineteenth century around the city of Kaunas, the last Lithuanian city in which my mother and
183
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grandmother lived before the Soviet invasion. The dungeons of the ruined fortress served as
Lithuanian and Russian prisons and, in 1941, after Lithuania fell to the Germans, as a
Wehrmacht command post ‘where more than thirty thousand people were killed over the next
three years.’ 191 Sitting by the moat of a fortress in Belgium, the narrator reads to the end of
Jacobsen’s testament before continuing on his journey.
In ‘Mapping Coincidence: Being on the Same Page as W.G. Sebald’, I demonstrated
that the coincidental conjunction of images or ‘things’ exponentially increases associations in
the mind, and that Sebald’s way of handling images and text by implication and suggestion has
the capacity to evoke memories of the past. In an interview with Eleanor Wachtel, Sebald
specifically referred to the function of images as ‘arresting time… like barriers or weirs which
stem the flow… slowing down the speed of reading, as it were.’192 In ‘Summerlands’, I have
utilised images to embody the ‘fissure’ between clarity and obscurity, perception and
recollection; to interrupt a linear reading of the text; to encourage the reader to page back and
forth in the book in order to establish and renegotiate the connections between text and image;
to elicit a multifarious reading of the image-text. The last four images in The Emigrants are of
the deserted Hume Estates and a derelict warehouse in Manchester; the Midland Hotel, which
looks like ‘some fantastic fortress’193 and reminds the narrator of a similar hotel in Poland; and
a photograph of an industrial city, either Manchester or Lodz, ‘once known as polski
Manczester.’194 With this, the narrator segues into the story of a suitcase discovered in 1987
and containing photographs from the Litzmannstadt ghetto, established in 1940 in Lodz. The
photographs document Germans ‘in high spirits’ 195 ; streets that are deserted despite the
‘hundred and seventy thousand people in Litzmannstadt, in an area no more than five square
kilometres’ 196 ; ‘the exemplary organisation within the ghetto’ 197 ; and various industrious
workers, who bear the epitaph ‘Work is our only course,’198 an oblique reference to the Nazi
exhortation ‘ARBEIT MACHT FREI’. The narrative ends with the description of a photograph
of three young women weavers sitting behind their loom like the three fates, ‘Nona, Decuma
[sic] and Morta, the daughters of night, with spindle, scissors and thread,’199 the ancient Roman
goddesses representing here the inexorable cycle of life and death from which there is no
191
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recourse, no magical redemption.
In ‘Imaging the Past: Photographs as Memento, Memorial, and Mnemonic Device’, I
elaborated on the idea that photographs speak to the certainty of loss but that these frozen
moments in time should not be confused with stability of meaning; that photographs are
symbolic of the fragmentation from which narrative is fabricated. To reiterate, photographs fill
voids, function as monuments to the past, and carry out two contradictory duties: according to
Roland Barthes ‘pictures […] are more imperative than writing, they impose meaning at one
stroke, without analysing or diluting,’200 but they also allow the reader’s perception to evolve.
Photographs function, therefore, as an echo with the power to remind the reader of nothing
specific, apart from that which is contained in the text and the associations the reader brings to
the text. My manipulation of photo-images aims to disrupt the illusion of reality represented in
the original photographs, and to undermine the mythology of the family: unity, stability,
happiness. The inclusion of photographs enables an act of recognition and identification, partly
because the reader might recognise herself or her ancestors in the image, but also because the
text has created a relational association. The last photograph in ‘Summerlands’ is of young
women in a beached boat that symbolises ‘the dream of a future that never was, the life that
might have been’ (‘Summerlands’, p. 212). By symbolically returning to the sea, by re-enacting
that homecoming in the guise of the goddess Jūratė, the teenage Jūratė is courting death. She
imagines drowning or nearly drowns – this remains ambiguous – and, like the young women in
the beached boat, imagines possible futures that may never happen. What is constant is the
persistence of sorrow, the contiguity of time between moments in the past and in the present,
and the repetitive cycle of life and death.
The past persists in photographs, in images, in the memory of those who were there,
and in prompting the postmemories of those who came after. Juan Ramon Jiménez writes that
‘the balance in our lives comes from making peace between remembering and forgetting.’201
Photographs represent a kind of survival but serve only to remind the survivors that the past is
irredeemably lost. I conclude that Sebald’s images act as captured moments of the past, as
repositories for memory, and have the capacity to invoke connections in the present. What
becomes apparent, however, in both Sebald’s and my image-text, is the tragic inadequacy of
photographic representations; that resurrection is an impossible dream; and that projects that
aim at restitution are destined to failure, at least, in so far as restitution is always inadequate
200
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compensation for past injustice, for past losses. The paradox inherent in my conclusion is the
persistence of the creative undertaking in the face of failure, which does not mean that the
literary project is ipso facto a failure. In Sebald’s case there was, until his untimely death, an
imperative to continue to memorialise what cannot be redeemed. His image-texts may teeter on
the brink of despair, of utter desolation, ultimately on the brink of that dividing line between
ordinary life and ‘it’s unimaginable opposite,’ 202 but also, in exemplifying the complex
interrelationship between images and text, demonstrate that representations of absence and
destruction are indispensable to our understanding of history.

Soon after the release of The Book of Dirt (2017), I bumped into Bram Presser at the Galleon
Café in St Kilda (Melbourne). I happened to have a copy of his book with me and, after a brief
conversation in which I mentioned my ongoing struggles with ‘Summerlands’, Presser kindly
inscribed his book for me. I only read what he had written after I returned to my friends at
another table: ‘Best wishes on your journey. Hope it doesn’t take eight years.’ Presser’s
inscription made me smile. At that stage I thought I had already been writing my ‘family’ novel
for six years. Later that year, I was sorting through the remaining contents of my parents’ home
when I came across yet one more unexplored crate in the garage. Mostly there were stacks of
my father’s bundled letters, but also newspaper clippings and magazines he had saved for
various reasons. Amongst these was what must now be a rare copy of the sixth issue of Going
Down Swinging. My father had saved it because I had a piece in that journal.
According to Hélène Cixous, writers ‘are crazy, foolish, we wander along invisible
streams, we run backwards and forwards incessantly […] painting with words what moves us
without words, we pass days or even months or years feeling our way […] we want, more than
anything in the world, transposition.’203 I can state, without hyperbole, that ‘Summerlands’ is
the novel I have been writing my whole life. Officially it has been nine years, but in Going
Down Swinging there is a piece called ‘Learn the Ways’, a prose poem I have no memory of
writing, but which holds the seeds of ‘Summerlands’. ‘Learn the Ways’ begins ‘You my mother
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carry me… The weight of your pain crushes me,’204 and goes on to trace the trajectory of my
mother’s journey through war and emigration to marriage and my birth. In this youthful
manifestation, the lack of differentiation between the ‘we’, the ‘you’ of the mother, and the ‘I’
of the daughter not yet born, is explicit. The piece ends on, to me, a surprisingly optimistic note:
‘We are separate. The umbilical cord is cut. I learn my own voice, unravel my memories, your
memories, release the guilt and pain. I claim my life, you shrink, I grow. Apocalypse remains
a memory. I am not the woman I am not. I own my scream.’205
The issue of Going Down Swinging that came out in 1984 made me realise how long
my creative practice has been motivated by the attempt to reconcile my parents’ trauma, how
deeply embedded their stories are in my psyche, and how long I have spent attempting to verify
the value of my own experiences independent of inherited loss and grief. The project then was
definitely therapeutic. Now, though the stories are similar, the aim has changed. In
‘Summerlands’, the aim is to embed myself in the psychology of my ‘witnesses’, to manifest
their stories, and to understand their motivations and the affect of their experiences. This is a
form of forgiveness of them and of my younger self. ‘Many of us write books, make films, hold
photographic and video installations, paint the horrors we excavate from our own innards,
monstrous worlds that remain mostly unintelligible and inaccessible. We are a lot unto
ourselves, an ilk that has unhooked itself from Earth and now wanders through space,’206 wrote
Daša Drndić. Thus, when I write ‘in my beginning is my end,’207 I refer not only to the way I
began this dissertation and its imminent end, but also to the culmination of a lifelong project of
restitution that will never be over and always beginning.
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June 2012.
p. 230 left to right: Wilfredo Prieto’s Untitled (White Library) (2004-6), MONA, 2012; W.G.
Sebald’s Austerlitz. New York, USA: Random House, 2001, pp. 284-5.
p. 236 left to right: Herminė Uigšienė, 1948; Elza Rūta Uigšytė, 1942; Ignas Sasnaitis, 1943;
Jūratė Sasnaitis, 1975.
p. 242 top and bottom: W.G. Sebald’s obituary by Eric Homberger. The Age, December 2001.
p. 244 W.G. Sebald’s The Emigrants. Trans. Hulse, Michael. New York: New Directions,
1996, pp. 2-3.
p. 245 closeup of yew tree, W.G. Sebald’s The Emigrants. Trans. Hulse, Michael. New York:
New Directions, 1996, p. 3.
p. 247 Vincas Jomantas’ obituary by Ronald Millar. The Age, December 2001.
p. 250 complete newspaper clipping of W.G. Sebald and Vincas Jomantas obituaries.
p. 251 left to right: still from Grant Gee’s documentary Patience (After Sebald) (2012); Tower
of grief (1957) by Vincas Jomantas, from Lenton Parr’s Sculpture. The Arts in Australia.
London: Longmans, 1961.
p. 252 author and grandmother in front of Lenton Parr’s sculpture Plantforms (c. 1960),
Chadstone, Victoria, 1962.
p. 258 left to right: Baltic coast, c. 1938; Victorian coast, c. 1950s.
p. 259 composite image of previous two photographs.
p. 260 left to right: composite photograph of the author, her grandmother, and mother; author
between her grandmother and mother, c. 1968.
p. 265 left to right: Uigšys family home, Klaipėda, 1931; Sasnauskas family farm, Višeikiai,
1922.
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